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<tr>
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<td>Hidden Markov Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP</td>
<td>Natural Language Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS</td>
<td>Part Of Speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOV</td>
<td>Subject Object Verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAMGRAM</td>
<td>Statistical Amharic Grammar checker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVO</td>
<td>Subject Verb Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML</td>
<td>Extensible Mark-up Language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ABSTRACT

Most human knowledge is recorded in natural language. The records are kept in computers or on paper to be manipulated and reserved for use in the future. Natural Language processing plays an important role in increasing computers capability to understand natural languages. Designing and implementing computer programs that can understand natural language is the aim of the works in the area of Natural Language Processing. In order to communicate through natural languages grammatical correctness is very crucial. Therefore, natural language processing applications should be enabled to recognize the grammatical errors of natural language texts. This process is known as grammar checking. This work introduces development and design of Amharic grammar checker.

Two grammar checker approaches have been used in this research. The first approach is a rule-based and it is tested for simple sentences. The rules are constructed manually and matched against the patterns of the sentence to be checked. The second approach is statistical approach and tested for both simple and complex sentences. In the statistical Amharic grammar checker, n-gram and probabilistic methods are used to check grammatical errors of Amharic sentence. The patterns and the corresponding probabilities of occurrence are automatically extracted from the training corpus and stored in a repository. Sentence probability can be calculated using these patterns and probabilities. Then, probability of the sentence and specified threshold are used to determine the correctness of the sentence. The corpus, both for training and test set, is prepared from a manually part-of-speech text of the language.

The evaluation is made in two test cases. The first case is done on simple sentences. In this test case, 92.45% precision and 94.03% recall is obtained for the rule-based Amharic grammar checker. On the same test case, the statistical Amharic grammar checker (trigram) shows precision and recall of 67.14% and 90.38% respectively. The statistical Amharic grammar checker is tested using complex sentences in the second test case. In this test case, 63.76% of the errors are detected. The evaluation result shows that each approach is capable of detecting multiple errors from a sentence. The false alarms are due to the incomplete grammatical rules and quality of the statistical data. The accuracy of morphological analyzer also affects the grammar checking result in both approaches.

Keywords: Statistical grammar checker, rule-based grammar checker, n-gram, POS tag sequence
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Technology is rapidly changing our world all the time affecting many aspects of our daily life. Computers, one of the most prominent innovations that this advancement in technology has brought to the world, are very productive and efficient machines which make our personal and professional lives more simple and rewarding. Many researches have been conducted on computers applications which improve the existing ones or add some other capabilities to advance new applications. One of these researches is Natural Language Processing (NLP) and it has contributed a lot to this advancement. NLP is an area of research and application that explores how computers can be used to understand and manipulate natural language, a language that has evolved naturally as a means of communication among people, text or speech to do useful things [1, 2]. One of the good examples of NLP application is grammar checker.

Grammar checker is a software program or a part of other large programs that checks written texts for grammatical errors [3]. Grammar (or syntax) refers to a system of rules describing what correct sentences should look like [4]. Having these rules in mind, people can make a decision on correctness of the sentence. The history of grammar checker dates back to 1970’s. English grammar checker was first started in with UNIX system known as Writer’s Workbench [3]. It checks the grammar error and suggests the user to choose other better options. Most of the previous grammar checkers were based on style checking, checking uncommon words and complicated sentence structure, but now they are upgraded to high capacity grammar checking tool, not only as a part of other program but also as easy software to be installed in many operating system[3].

Rule-based checking, statistics-based checking and hybrid checking are the three widely used ways to implement a grammar checker [5, 6]. Rule-based checking has set of rules developed manually, match against the text. It has advantages such as sentence does not need to be complete to be checked, rules can be built incrementally, suggest error message with helpful comments, easy configuration and so on. However, it’s very difficult to understand and include
all correct grammatical rules which can be used to check sentences, especially for complex sentences. On the other hand, in the statistic-based checking, Part Of Speech (POS)-annotated corpus is used to build the grammar rules automatically by identifying list of POS tag sequences and then those common sequences that occur often can be considered correct and the uncommon ones incorrect. However, it’s very difficult to understand error message suggested by this checking system as there is no specific error message [6]. In hybrid grammar checking, the good qualities of the rule-based and statistical approach can be combined to develop the grammar checker.

Amharic POS tagger [7], morphological Analyzer [8], sentence parser [9], spell checker [10] are some of the attempts that have been made in Amharic language processing in the past years. However, to the best knowledge of the researcher there is no research conducted for Amharic grammar checker. Therefore, this research is aimed at filling the gap on Amharic grammar checker which assists users into eliminating mistakes in their Amharic writings.

1.2 Motivation

Amharic language, one of the Semitic languages, is the official language of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (FDRE) [4]. Most of the official documents in governmental and private sectors in Ethiopia are written in Amharic. Amharic has its own syllabic alphabet or character (‘ፊደል’/’fidel’) that requires close orthographic treatment when forming words [4].

Many grammar checker researches have been done in different foreign language texts. English [6, 11, 12], Swedish [13], German [14], and Arabic [15] are some of the grammar checker researches conducted in the past years. The same research had also been conducted on Ethiopian language, Afan Oromo [5]. Even though Amharic language users can write Amharic texts in word processing applications, the users can not be sure whether the written texts are grammatically correct or not. Therefore, this research contributes a lot in indentifying grammatical errors from written texts. It also helps users in handling their grammatical errors while writing Amharic texts.

Amharic language, which is morphologically rich, has some unique features when compared with other languages like English [4]. Unlike the English which is SVO (Subject, Verb, Object), the Amharic clause order is SOV. To show this with example, the Amharic sentence “አበበ ወሶ ትላ”
“/ “abebe beso bela” (where ‘አበበ/abebe is subject, ቅቤት/beso is an object and ከወ/bara is verb) and while the English “Abebe ate besso” (where Abebe is subject, ate is a verb and besso is object). Besides, Amharic verbs can have a number of different forms compared with English verbs. For instance, the English word “drink” can have the form “drink, drinking, drinks, drunk” but when it comes to Amharic language ከተጠጡ/TeTu, ከተጠጥተዋል/TeTac, ከአስጠጡ/TeTu, ከአስጠጥተዋል/TeTitewal, ከተጠቀጡ/TeTahu, ከአስጠቀጡ/asTeTahu, ከአስተጠጡ/alTeTam, ከአስተጠጥተዋል/asTeTitewal, ከተጠቀ/TeTahu, ከአስተጠቀ/asTeTahu, ከአስተጠጡ/alTeTam, ከአስተጠጥተዋል/asTeTitewal and so on. A single verb may consist time (past, present, and future), gender (male and female), action (command, statement, invitation) and negation (not) which is expressed in a sentence in other languages. For example, the Amharic word “‘እለወረወርም” refers to the English sentence “She did not call them.” In which case, the Affixes ከ/’al-, ከ-ር-, ከ-ስርጡ/ lacewum, የ/’m add additional meaning of various kinds to the main morpheme (root or stem) “ደወል”/”dewel”.

Figure 1.1 : Morphemes of Amharic word

The other different feature in Amharic is the second person 'you' which may take different agreements when referring 'plural', 'respect (politeness)', 'singular-female' or 'singulars-male' nouns[4]. All these cases should be handled or treated in different way as they represent different meaning. For instance,

አንተ ወራር ታችላለህ ከ ‘ante mehEd tclaleh → you can go (Singular male)

ስርጡ ወራር ታችያለሽ ከ ‘anci mehEd tcyalex → you can go (Singular female)

እርሶ ወራር ታችላሉ ከ ‘rso mehEd yclalu → you can go (politeness)

As shown in the above examples and statements, Amharic language is morphologically rich and complex. Due to this richness and complexity, it is very difficult to adopt or customize
other language grammar checker for Amharic language.

Amharic users, specially the non-native ones, can possibly make a mistake while writing Amharic documents, letters and other texts. Common Amharic Grammatical errors include subject and verb mismatch, person, gender and number miss match. For example,

-su beso belac (subject and verb miss match)

-lju ratun belto ‘nqfun teNu (number)

Taking the above mentioned issues in to consideration, it is necessary to conduct a research on Amharic grammar checker that will help users in generating error free texts and save the time that they waste for proofreading.

1.3 Statement of the Problem

Amharic texts can be represented on computers or written in word processing programs. These texts may contain grammatical errors. Grammar checker has applications in word processing program. It helps user in generating error free natural language texts. However, Amharic language lacks this capability. A great number of diverse researches have been proposed and done for grammar checker in different language. English grammar checker is one of the most commonly used and also available as a past of word processors like Microsoft word [12]. As Amharic is morphologically rich and has its own complex grammatical structure, other language grammar checker techniques are not capable of filling the gap for Amharic language.

This work tried to answer the following questions:

- Can grammar checker of other languages be customized and used for Amharic?
- What are the commonly used grammar checker approaches?
- Which technique can be applied for Amharic language?
- Which technique is appropriate for simple and complex sentence?
1.4 Objective

1.4.1 General Objective

The general objective of this research is to design and develop a system that handle possible grammatical errors from Amharic text and identify grammatically correct and incorrect sentences.

1.4.2 Specific Objective

The specific objectives of this project are to:

- study grammatical structure and rule of Amharic language, its Morphology and syntax;
- review literatures on grammar checker in different languages and other related researches conducted on Amharic language;
- collect a corpus to prepare train set to train the system and the test set to test the prototype developed;
- develop algorithm for approaches used to build Amharic grammar checker system;
- develop a prototype for the system; and
- evaluate the system using collected test set corpus.

1.5 Scope and Limitation of the Study

This study only covers automatic grammar checking for Amharic language. Direct Amharic letter (fidel) is given as an input and the input text is automatically transcribed inside the Morphological Analyzer (HornMorpho). Due to the lack of large annotated corpora, the available corpus is automatically annotated using HornMorpho morphological analyzer. The training corpus is not grammatically checked. As finding corpus which contains possible grammatical errors is difficult, the testing set is prepared manually with the help of linguistic experts. This work tried to include morphological property of the language. The scope of this study is limited to detect common grammatical errors of Amharic language.
1.6 Methodology

1.6.1 Literature Review

Related works will be reviewed to get a deeper understanding about Amharic language grammatical structure, pre-processes for Amharic grammar checker system development and fundamental concepts related to this work. A review on different approaches of grammar checking systems will also be made to identify and understand the concept related to them. A discussion with linguistic experts will be made to recognize common Amharic grammatical errors and correct grammatical structure of Amharic sentence.

1.6.2 Data Collection

Different sample data will be selected for the rule-based and statistical grammar checker. The sample data used in the rule-based approach will be selected on the basis of researcher’s knowledge about the language and the nature of the research aim. Rules will be extracted based on the part of sample data which contain Amharic grammatical errors. The rest of the sample data will be used to test the prototype.

For the statistical grammar checker, both the training and test set will be prepared using manually POS tagged corpus. The sentences for test set will be selected randomly from corpus. The selected sentences for test set will be prepared manually with the help of linguistic experts. The test set contains grammatically correct and incorrect sentences which were used to determine the performance of the system.

1.6.3 Prototype Development

To develop the prototype of the system, appropriate supporting tools is required to facilitate the study. These include POS tagger and morphological analyzer. The supporting tool will be used to assist the study. HornMorpho, Amharic morphological analyzer tool, will be used to give linguistic meanings to the morphemes in each word and annotate the words in the corpus based on the linguistic meanings. The implementation of the rule-based and statistical Amharic checker grammar checker will be done using python programming language (version 3.1.3). In the rule-based Amharic grammar checker, the rules in the language model will be written and saved in XML file. The XML file will have DTD for the elements that are used in the XML file. The DTD for the XML file is attached in Appendix 2 of this document.
1.6.4 Evaluation

After developing the two prototypes for Amharic grammar checker, prototypes developed will be tested using the test set prepared for this purpose. The evaluation of the performance of system will be determined by comparing the system result with the manually checked results. The precision and the recall will be calculated by identifying the correctly flagged errors, incorrectly flagged errors and the total number of errors in the sentences. Counting those errors identified by the system will be done manually by the researcher with the help of linguistic experts.

1.7 Application of Result

As this research is mainly concerned with grammatical error correction in Amharic writing, it has significances in every program that provide an interface to Amharic writing. This includes word processing programs such as Microsoft Office (word, excel, power point), E-mail, social network sites and the like. The greater advantage of having grammar checker is producing error-free work. This research also enables Amharic language users, specially the non-native ones, to effectively prepare official documents, letters, emails, etc. It also improves productivity as it saves the time users take for proofreading.

1.8 Organization of the Thesis

This section describes the organization of the rest of the thesis. Chapter two discuses fundamental concepts, different approaches and techniques related to grammar checking researches. It also discuses related works to this study. Chapter three presents Amharic grammar which includes Amharic morphology, sentence structure and tenses. Chapter three also describes the two approaches used in this research in detail. The experiment and results are discussed in chapter four. The last chapter, chapter five, presents the conclusion and recommendation based on the experiment and results.
CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter is about fundamental theoretical concepts related to grammar checker and different approaches used in developing grammar checker system. Other systems, which are pre-processes to grammar checker, are also discussed in this chapter in terms their relations to this work. The first section presents about the fundamental concepts and approaches to grammar checking system development. Section two, section three, section four and section five discuss about corpora, tokenization, part of speech tagging, and morphological analyzer respectively. Related works to this research are also discussed in the last section of this chapter.

2.1 Grammar checker

2.1.1 Grammar, Grammar Checking and Grammar Checker

Dictionaries define grammar as the rules and explanations which deal with the forms and structure of words (morphology), their arrangement in phrases and sentences (syntax), and their classification based on their function (parts of speech). People speaking the same language communicate and understand each other while one writes and the other reads or one speaks the other listens. This communication is facilitated by the grammar rules of the language. Communicators understand each other because they know and follow same grammatical rule of the language. If one speaks or writes a grammatically incorrect sentence, without following the grammatical rules of the language, the other (listener or writer) may not understand the speaker or writer. Therefore, the grammar rules or correct grammatical structure are one of the important things for communication through natural languages.

One may create errors which oppose the grammar rules while writing or speaking. Those errors which contradict the grammar rule of the language are called grammatical errors; which are different from spelling errors, style errors and semantic errors in a sentence [6]. Grammar checker, one of the most widely used systems in the word processors applications, verifies or tests the grammatical correctness of the sentence [5; 16]. Identifying grammatical error from a text is one of the main activities done by the grammar checker systems.
When compared with spell checker that can be done using a dictionary and few rules, grammar checker is much more complex. Some grammatical errors may be obvious and easily identified, on the other hand most of them are very difficult to recognize as the errors seem correct.

2.1.2 Approaches to Grammar Checking

Researches on grammar checker have been conducted for number of foreign languages indifferent countries [5, 6, 16,]. These researches on grammar checker follow different approaches which are discussed in this section. The three commonly used approaches in grammar checker development is statistical, rule-based and hybrid grammar checker.

Statistical Grammar Checker

A statistical grammar checker is one of the approaches used for developing a grammar checker system. The approach assumes that a text can be corrected using a large amount text which is a collection of grammatically correct sentences [18]. In this method, the rules are generated automatically from corpus and large amount of data is required to train the system. The corpus may be built from articles, journals and other magazines. It is difficult for the users to interpret the system judgment unless the developer accesses the corpus [6]. There are two different ways of implementing statistical grammar checker. The first one is when an input text to be corrected, directly compared with the corpus. When this technique is used to check the grammar, the corpus needs to be visited directly in every text check. The other one, generating a grammar rule from the corpus and use those rules to check the input text. This one requires updating the rules if corpus is modified or some data is added to the corpus [18]. N-gram Based Statistical Grammar Checker for Bangla [17], language independent statistical grammar checker [18] and statistical grammar checker for English [19] are some of researches done using this approach.

Rule-based Grammar Checker

A rule-based grammar checker approach is the most common method of grammar checking [18]. It works in a way that the input text is checked against the rules which developed manually unlike the statistical method [5, 6, 11]. Manual work load is one of the disadvantages of this approach. However, the rules are easy to configure and can be managed individually [6].
These rules are easy to add, remove or modify. Rules can be written by a person who has no programming experience, like linguistic professional [11]. Rule-based systems can offer a detailed error message even stating or explaining the grammar rule. It can also be developed incrementally, staring with one rule and extending the system adding rule one by one. Input sentences can also be checked on fly i.e. the sentence doesn’t need to be complete to be checked, it can be checked while writing the sentence. The other thing, which makes this approach so powerful, is it can cover almost all feature of a language [18]. There are a number of grammar checker researches using rule-based approach. These include a rule-based Afan Oromo Grammar Checker [5], style and grammar checker for English [6], dependency-based rule for grammar checking [11] and Punjabi Grammar Checker [16].

Hybrid Grammar Checker

There are also systems that use a hybrid system of both statistical and rule-based approaches. This helps the system to achieve high efficiency and robustness [20]. “Granska”, one of the Swedish grammar checkers, is developed using this approach by Rickard Domeij, Ola Knutsson, Johan Carlberger and Viggo Kann [20]. The other hybrid structure is COGrOO. It’s a Portuguese grammar checker based on CETENFOLHA a Brazilian Portuguese morphosyntactic annotated Corpus [21].

2.1.3 Common Grammar Errors

Grammar rules and regulation are required for most of the languages, and same is true for Amharic. If one knows rules of the language, it is very easy for others to understand what he/she writes. However, knowing all the rules may be very difficult for the user while writing specially for the non-natives ones. Therefore, people make different mistakes when they write Amharic texts. Most of the grammar errors groups discussed in this section are common with other languages. However, this section tries to illustrate the errors in Amharic texts. Grammar error groups are identified with the help of linguistic experts.

Subject-verb Disagreement

The subject and the verb in a sentence must agree in number, person and gender. The disagreement in all the cases creates misunderstanding or confusion for the reader of the sentence. To show each of the cases with example,
1. ወደርደሪያው እይ የላይ ደብተሮች ይሸጡ። / mederderiyaw lay yalut debteroc texete

2. ከ ከባሱ የልካባሽ የርስተ መልካ ይሸጡ። / nE betam sleckolku yeroTku wedebEti hEdec

3. ራ-

The first sentence in the example above shows number mismatch in Amharic language. "ወደርሚ"/"debteroc" means “exercise books” is in a plural form, whereas the verb “ተሸጡ”/"texete" refers to singular form of verb for the subject. The second sentence has a person mismatch in it. “ወደርሚ”/”nE” ‘I’ (first person singular) and “ተሸጡ”/”hEdec” is a verb used for the third person feminine, which totally cannot go together. In the third sentence, “ወደርሚ”/”zegoNu” “male singer” is a masculine whereas “ተሸጡ”/”nec” (feminine verb) is used in the sentence for masculine noun. After making the correction, the above three sentences can be corrected as follow.

1. ወደርደሪያው እይ የላይ ደብተሮች ይሸጡ። / mederderiyaw lay yalut debteroc

2. ከ ከባሱ የልካባሽ የርስተ መልካ ይሸጡ። / nE betam sleckolku yeroTku wedebEti hEdec

3. ራ-

Object-verb Disagreement

As subject and verb agreement must hold for number, person and gender, object and verb must also agree in these categories.

For example: this kind of object-verb mismatch can be seen in sentences

1. ወደርደሪያው እይ የላይ ደብተሮች ይሸጡ። / mederderiyaw lay yalut qawoc wedgew ljiWan metut

2. ከ ከባሱ የልካባሽ የርስተ መልካ ይሸጡ። / nE betam sleckolku yeroTku wedebEti hEdec

3. ራ-

The first sentence has a feminine object “ጠጉያ”/”ljiWan” “girl” which is incorrectly reflected
on the verb “መቱት”/”metut” “kicked him” as masculine; Gender mismatch. Second one constructed by second person object “አንቺን”/”’ancin” that disagrees with the verb “ትወደኛለች”/”twedeNalec” which reflect first person object; person mismatch. The last sentence has plural object “እነሱን”/”’nesun” and singular object reflection on the verb “ወደደቻው”/”wededecew”; number mismatch. As shown in the example sentences, sentence may also contain object-verb disagreements other than subject-verb disagreements. The above three example sentence can be corrected as follows:

1. የሚደርድርያው ሲልይ ይላት ከሱዎች ወድቀው ከጠቃቸው/mederdriyaw lay yalut ‘qawoc wedgew lejtWan mtWat

2. ይለ/’ancin twedshalc

3. ያለ/’nesun wededecew

Incorrect Word Order

This grammar rule, the word order, has different form in different language. This word order includes the general structure of the sentence, the modifier and modified word order (Adjective and noun or adverb and verb)and the like. English has an SVO sentence structure (subject verb object) whereas Amharic has SOV. Sometimes, in informal texts, it may occur as OSV. However, this OSV order can not be used in formal Amharic texts. Depending on the natural language used, the words in a sentence should be in their correct order. For instance, one of the commonly used Amharic language sentences “አበበ በሶ በላ”/”’abebe beso bela” which means in English “Abebe ate beso”. “አበበ”/”’abebe” is a person name, “ወለ”/”’beso” is one of the foods in Ethiopia and “በላ”/”bela” means ate.
Figure 2.1: General word order in Amharic sentences

As long as the placement of the words of the language is wrong, then sentence is considered grammatically incorrect. "አበበ በላ በሶ"/"abebe beso bela", "በላ እባበ በሶ"/"bela'abebe beso" or any of the other possible orders are incorrect order for Amharic. The subject of the sentence can be identified by its place in a sentence. The subject of Amharic sentences is mostly placed before the object. If the subject is incorrectly placed the meaning of the sentence may also be changed. For example, "በሶ እባበ በላ"/"beso'abebe bela" has a meaning "Beso ate Abebe" which does not make sense. This should be corrected as "አበበ በላ በሶ"/"'abebe beso bela" with an SOV order. If the noun has object marker, the OSV order can give a meaning. If the object marker ‘-ን’-/"-n" is added to ‘በሶ’/"beso", then both “አበበ እባበ በላ-ን”/”abebe beso bela” and “አበበ እባበ በላ-ን”/”'abebe besown beleta” are meaningful Amharic sentence. Even through this OSV order seems meaningful, the sentence is still considered grammatically incorrect because it follows wrong Amharic word order.

The word order also includes the adjective and noun order, adverb and verb order, verb and sentence end and the other POS tags in a sentence. For example, Adjectives should appear before the noun that it modifies and adverbs also before the verb it modifies.

Adjective and Noun Agreement

Modifiers are words or phrases that are used in a sentence to elaborate something. Modifiers can be Adjectives which modify noun or adverbs that modify verbs. Amharic Adjectives appear before nouns that they modify. Amharic Adjective should agree with the noun it modifies in number and gender.

Adjective is used in a sentence to give a clear picture of the noun that it modifies. It is simply a word that tells more about the noun. Amharic language has adjectives to modify nouns. These
Adjectives may mark number (person and gender) and gender (feminine and masculine) of the noun they modify. If an adjective marks the number and gender of the noun, the marker should agree with the number and gender of the noun.

For example:

“ትልቋ እም”/”tlqWa lam” “the big cow” is a noun phrase that contains adjective “ትልቋ”/”tlqWa” and noun “እም”/”lam”. The noun “እም”/”lam” has a feminine character and the adjective “ቶልቋ” has a feminine gender marker in it. If this phrase is rewritten like “こともあります እም”/”tlqu lam”, then it would be grammatically incorrect as the gender marker (which is masculine marker) in the adjective does not match with the gender of the noun. Therefore, to make the correction either the noun should be changed to masculine gender or the gender marker in adjective should be changed.

“ትልቅ እሞች”/”tlq lamoc” “big cows” is grammatically incorrect as it contains a singular marker in the adjective and the noun it modifies is a plural noun. This can be corrected by adjusting number marker either on the adjective or the noun. “ الجاري እሞች”/”tllq lamoc” “big cows” is grammatically correct with plural noun and plural marker in the adjective. Both the adjective and the noun it modifies have a plural marker and agree in number. “ካሸን እም”/”tlq lam” is also correct with singular marker in the noun and adjective.

**Adverb and Verb Agreement (Correct Use of Tenses with Time Adverbs)**

Another type of describing word or modifier is an adverb. It defined as a category which is to a verb what an adjective is to a noun. Amharic Adverb usually modifies the first verb that comes next to it. Like the other languages, adverbs also exist in Amharic language. The Amharic adverbs are few in number and can be found in primitive (as separate word that appears by themselves) and compound form (as combination of two words appearing as a word or detached words). As in many languages Amharic adverbs are classified into subclasses such as adverbs of time, place, circumstance etc. The time adverbs describe the time at which an event takes place. These adverbs may show a specific time at which a given action takes place or its duration. Amharic verbs indicate the time at which action takes place in relation with the adverbs. In Amharic (like many other languages), there are a set of forms taken by a verb to indicate time. These forms (tenses) can be grouped into seven [35, 37]. Table 3.1.1 explains the
seven types of tenses with example. The time adverb and the tense disagreement is one of the common Amharic grammatical errors. The correct type of adverb should be used for the verb and vice versa.

Example:

In the sentence “እሁቴ ላሚቀጥለው ሁምንት እንቶ።” /”’htE bemiqeTlew samnt ‘agbac”’, ‘ወንግላው- ሁምንት’/”bemiqeTlew samnt” ‘next week’ which is in the future and the verb ‘አገባች’/’agbac” expresses the action that is already performed in the past. Therefore, it should be corrected as either ‘እሁቴ ላሚቀጥለው ሁምንት እንቶ።” /’’htE bemiqeTlew samnt tagebalec” or ‘እህቴ ላለፈው ሁምንት እንቶ።” /’’htE balefew samnt agebac. In these two sentences, the adverb and verb agree in time.

2.1.4 N-gram Model

N-grams are sequence of N tokens in a sentence. Specifying N means specifying number of token. A token may be a letter, word, tag, punctuation mark or other symbol [18]. An n-gram model is probabilistic model which calculates the probability of occurrence of token with the previous N - 1 token sequence [30]. Based on N value, different names can be given for the sequences. Bigram, trigram, quadgram and pentagram are for 2, 3, 4 and 5 values of N respectively.

Given the number of token and the value of N, the maximum number of sequences for the tokens can be calculated by the formula:

\[ N_s = N_t - (N - 1) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

Where, \( N_s \) is the number of sequences, \( N_t \) is the number of tokens and \( N \) is the N value in the N-gram.

Suppose \( N_s \) is list of sequences for a given sentence. One of the sequences in \( N_s \) has \( W_1 \) and \( W_2 \) in it (this means the value of N is 2 this time). The probability of the sequence i.e. Probability of \( W_2 \) given \( W_1 \) is calculated as follows:

\[ P(W_2|W_1) = \frac{\text{COUNT}(W_1 W_2)}{\text{COUNT}(W_1)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)
Where, W2 is the second word and W1 is the first word in the sequence.

The probability of sequences for N = 3, trigram, can be calculated by counting the number of the three words occurring together over the number of the first and second words together. If W1, W2 and W3 are the first, second and third word in a given sequence, the probability of the sequence (which is the probability of W3 given W1 and W2 together) can be calculated as follows:

\[
P(W3|W1W2) = \frac{\text{COUNT}(W1W2W3)}{\text{COUNT}(W1W2)}
\]  

(2.3)

The generalized formula of the probability of the sequence for N = n is given by:

\[
P(Wn|W1W2 \ldots Wn-1) = \frac{\text{COUNT}(W1W2\ldots Wn-1 Wn)}{\text{COUNT}(W1W2\ldots Wn-1)}
\]  

(2.4)

Probability of the whole sentence for a given N value can be calculated by multiplying probability of all the sequences in the sentence for that N value.

\[
P(S) = P(Ns1) \times P(Ns2) \times P(Ns3) \times P(Ns4) \times \ldots \times P(Nsn)
\]  

(2.5)

Where, Ns1, Ns2, Ns3 ... Nsn the sequences in the sentence

### 2.2 Corpora

Oxford dictionary define corpus as “a body or collection of linguistic data which either be written or spoken text in machine readable form”. The data of the corpus are typically digital, i.e. it is saved on computers and it’s machine-readable. Corpus has components [18]. Components are:-

- The text data itself, this is the text in natural language
- Possibly Meta data which describe the text data,
- And linguistic annotations related to the text data. This may be a POS tag, morphological analysis of words and linguistics information about the letters, word,
sentences and the like

Many languages are under-resourced especially languages in developing countries like Ethiopia [7, 22]. Amharic language has also a shortage of sample annotated corpus. Due to that different Amharic researches suffer and spend much time in collecting the available corpora and analyzing to make it suitable to their own research use [23]. Statistical grammar checker requires grammatically correct texts to training the system. The main issue related to statistical approach is finding error free corpus to train the system. The training and test data set should also be annotated i.e. words in corpus needs to be POS tagged and also morphologically analyzed. A rule-based grammar checker performs the tagging and analysis as a pre-process on the text to be checked.

Walta information center corpus is an Amharic news corpus. It contains about 8067 sentences which are taken from walta information center Amharic news. Single news in the corpus contains title and content. The corpus has another copy which is manually POS tagged with part of speech. Corpora, including the manually tagged, are available on the web for download.

2.3 Tokenization

When input is given to natural language processing system, it may occur or be given as a paragraph or paragraphs. This input text needs tokenization process, i.e. input text to an individual occurrence of a linguistic unit, for further processing [5]. The tokenization processes may be splitting the input text to sentences and also to words if necessary. In the case of grammar checker, input texts should be broken into sentences and then sentences to words. The output words can be tagged and analyzed separately in the morphological analyzer. Both the training and test set should pass the tokenization process while using statistical grammar checker approach. The rule-based grammar checker also needs the tokenization on the input text to be checked. Like the statistical grammar checker, the input text should be split into sentences and then to words in order to be tagged and analyzed.

2.4 Part of Speech Tagging

Part-of-speech tagging describes the assignment of the appropriate word class and morphosyntactic features to each token in a text. The process of tagging is performed by a tagger [18]. The most common POS include noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition,
conjunction, interjection and the like [24]. Before naming the word with its POS tag, the POS tagger should look at what the word is doing in a specific sentence because some words can be used in several different ways. For instance, in Amharic sentence,

አሸናፊ በትምህርት ከራሶ።/”axenafi wede tmhrthEi hEde”

አሸናፊ ይሚሆነው ዉቸን ወደሚቀጥለው ከር ሕለት።/”axenafi yemihonew budn wedemiqetlew zur yalfal”

The word ‘አሸናፊ’/’axenafi’ spelled the same in the above two sentences but it functions differently in each of the sentences. In the first sentence, the word ‘አሸናፊ’/’axenafi’ is used as noun, name of a person. In the second sentence, it is used as an adjective and describes the noun ‘በድን’/’budn’. Other words also may be spelled the same and used differently in different sentences as verb and noun, verb and adjective and the like.

POS tagger or POS tagging is one of the important components in most of the grammar checkers developed in pervious researches [5, 6, 16, 17]. Learning about the parts of speech helps to understand grammar mistakes that can be made and figure out how to correct them. It’s also very advantageous in grammar checking as it’s very difficult to include each word of the language in the manually constructed rules. POS tagger is also used in statistical approach as it is almost impossible to find each word in an input text in the corpora. Therefore, the words in the sentence should be assigned to their part of speech tags and check the correctness of the sentence based on the assigned tag in the corpora. All these factors make POS tagging an important component for grammar checker development.

Some researches have been conducted on POS tagging Amharic text. The first attempt was made by Mesfin Getachew [23]. As Daniel Gochel Agonafer in [25] cited Mesfin’s tagger [23], is an Amharic POS tagger developed in 2001 using Stochastic Hidden Markov (HMM) approach for the prototype development. About 23 tags were identified by Mesfin in his research [7]. The experiment was conducted on an Amharic text composed of 261 words and the results achieved were 97% accuracies on the training and 90% on the test sets [25]. The other was, which is a stochastic model using conditional random fields and five manually annotated news corpora used to train the system, developed by Sisay Fissaha Adafre in 2005 [7, 26, 27]. He identified 10 tags set. On his experiment, the size of the dataset affects the
performance of the system and he obtained 74% average accuracy [27].

There was also research which compared three tagging strategies; Hidden Markov Models (HMM), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Maximum Entropy (ME), using manually annotated corpus (developed at the Ethiopian Language Research Center ‘ELRCs’) [22]. The average accuracies are 85.56, 88.30, and 87.87 for the HMM, SVM and ME-based taggers, respectively for the ELRC tag-set.

Even through all these researches have been done for Amharic part of speech tagger, the systems are not available to be used in the pre-processing of Amharic grammar checker system. This is either researchers do not keep their work for a long time or they are not willing to give their work. For this reason, manually tagged news corpus is used both for the training and the test data set.

2.5 Morphological Analyzer

The term morphology comes from Greek word, morph- means ‘shape, form’, and morphology is the study of form or forms of something depends on which area it’s used. When the Word comes to linguistics, it means the study of the formation of words and their internal structure [28]. The minimal unit of the morphology is known as morpheme, which includes the root word and the other meaningful part of the word [28, 29]. For example, the word ‘ሄደች’/’hEdec’ has the morphemes ‘ሄደ’/’hEde’ and ‘-ች’/-c’ which stand as the root word and the meaningful piece of the word respectively.

Morphological Analysis is the process of finding the morphemes of the word and providing grammatical information for the word based on the identified morphemes. For example, the word ‘ሄደች’/’hEdec’ has the morphemes ‘ሄደ’/’hEde’ and ‘-ች’/-c’; ‘ሄደ’/’hEde’ is the root word and ‘-ች’/-c’ is a morpheme that is used to refer to a “feminine gender”. The gender, that the word refers to, can be determined using a morphological analysis. A program or system that performs morphological analysis is known as morphological analyzer; it detects the morphemes and provides grammatical information for the morphemes of an input word.

Morphological Analysis is very important for many higher level natural language applications such as machine translation, speech recognition, information retrieval, grammar checker and the like. In morphologically rich languages like Amharic, the morphological analysis is more
crucial. For the completion and also to improve the performance of the grammar checker, morphological analysis should be performed as pre-process both on the training set and input text to be checked. If the word is taken as it is, the probability of occurrence on the training set may be zero for most of the words. This lowers the performance of the system. In the case of rule-based, rules can be written using the analysis which makes it easier than using words themselves.

HornMorpho is morphological analyzer done for three languages; Amharic, Tigrigna and Oromo by Michael Gasser [8]. To perform the analysis finite state machine, finite state transducers (FST), is used. The system accepts a word to be analyzed and shows the analysis result which includes the word POS group (Usually tagged as noun or verb) and its grammatical structure. It marks a word category for person (first, second, third), gender (feminine, masculine), number (singular, plural), definiteness (definite, indefinite), grammar (perfective, imperfective, gerundive, jussive) and the like. For Amharic and Tigrigna, it romanizes the word initially and the analysis process is performed on the romanized word. After the analysis, the output will be written/displayed as the same language as the input word [8].

2.6 Related Works

This section has tried to discuss works related to this research in detail. As the researches have similarities to this work, the related works discussed in this section are researches in languages other than Amharic. A research in local language, Afan Oromo, is also discussed in this section.

2.6.1 Afan Oromo Grammar Checker

One of the NLP researches done for local languages in Ethiopia is Rule-based Afan Oromo grammar checker [5]. As the name implies, the research uses a rule-based approach for Afan Oromo language grammar checking. In Afan Oromo grammar checker, different 123 rules were constructed in order to identify the grammatical errors. Using these rules, the system detects and suggests grammatical errors from Afan Oromo text. The grammar checker has five components. The first component is the tokenizer module, in which the input text is split into a sentence. The second module, part of speech (POS) tagger module, assigns each word into its POS tag. The stemmer module, which is the third module, accepts the tagged word and
provides the root and affixes for the tagged word. Series of steps are used to remove certain type affixes by substitution rule. In order to apply the rules, certain conditions must hold true. One example of these conditions is the minimal length of the resulting stem. Most rules have a condition based on the so-called measure. The measure is the number of vowel-consonant sequences which are present in the resulting stem. Consecutive vowels or consonants are counted as one. This condition must prevent removal of letters which resemble suffix but actually part of the stem. The forth module, which is a grammatical relation finder, assigns grammatical relations between words. Words include subject and verb, subject and adjective, main verb and subordinate verb in terms of number gender and tense. The agreement between words is checked based on the rules. The agreements are between subject and verb, subject and adjective, main verb and subordinate verb in number, tense, gender and other causes. The rules take the affixes that produced by the stammer module in order to check the agreement between words. Grammatical information of the words is constructed and presented using affix-rules in the language. The last module is a suggestion creating module which suggests the correct sentence options [5].

The rule-based Afan Oromo grammar checker was tested based on the number of errors correctly detected (precision) and the number of errors covered (recall) by the system. The precision and recall was calculated based on the counting made on the number of errors in the text, the number of errors detected by the grammar checker and the number of errors correctly detected by the grammar checker. The final performance result shows that the rule-based Afan Oromo grammar checker has precision and recall of 89.89% and 80% respectively. The researcher pointed out the possible reasons for the false alarm. Incorrect POS tagger’s output was the first reason the researcher mentioned on the paper. The POS tagger assigns incorrect POS tag for some words. The second reason was production of wrong affixes by the stemmer. The rule is incomplete (didn’t not cover every case) and this also makes false alarm to occur in the grammar checking. As most of the rules are constructed for simple sentences, most of the false flags are on complex and compound sentences.

2.6.2 English Grammar Checker

Number of grammar checker researches has been conducted on English language including Microsoft office grammar checker. One of these researches is done by Daniel Naber [6]. The
aim of the paper was to develop a grammar and style checker system, for English language, which can be used both as standalone and integrated in word processor systems. The style and grammar checker described in the paper takes a text and returns a list of possible errors. To detect errors, each word of the text is assigned into its part-of-speech tag i.e. noun, verb, determiner, adjective, adverb and the like. Many words can have different POS tags depending on their context. If the number of POS tags increases, it will be more difficult to handle for the algorithm to find the right tag for a given occurrence of a word. For example a word may be tagged as a verb or a noun depending on the context of the sentence. After POS tagging, each sentence is split into chunks, e.g. noun phrases. The grammar checker has 54 pre-defined grammar rules, which are simply a sequence of tokens to be matched. The text, after tagging and chunking, is matched against all these pre-defined error rules. The mal-rules are defined in XML. The rules describe errors as patterns of words, part-of-speech tags and chunks. A rule defines incorrect sequence of token. If a rule matches, the text is supposed to contain an error at the position of the match. Each rule also includes a description about the error.

The evaluation for the English style and grammar checker was not based on precision and recall values. As the researcher explained in the paper, a corpus of yet unedited text with all errors marked up is required to calculate for meaningful precision/recall values. However, the resource of such kind was not publicly available when the research was conducted. Therefore, to evaluate the system two corpora were prepared; a corpus that only contains sentences with errors and a corpus that contains very few errors (BNC’s texts). The BNC’s texts have been proof-read. When the checker is evaluated with this text, it claimed 16 errors in 75,900 sentences. However, most of these errors are false alarms. The researcher stated that the reason for the false alarm might occur: the text was incorrectly split into sentences, a word has been assigned an incorrect part-of-speech tag, or the rule simply is not strict enough and triggers too often. The checker also evaluated using another corpus which contains sentences with errors and compared with Microsoft Word 2000 checker. The grammar checker detects 42 errors whereas MS-word detects 49 errors. But, this style and grammar checker identifies errors in the same sentence when the errors are independent of one another. This kind of error could not be detected in MS-word 2000. MS-word 2000 can not specify more than one error per sentence.

Grammar Checking with Dependency Parsing is a Possible Extension for style and grammar checker language tool. The research identifies a gap in the style and grammar checker tools and
tries to fill the gap. In the style and grammar checker language tool, the rules do not consider the words between any two token sequences [11].

For example,

To handle incorrect use of article, the style and grammar checker grammar checker language tool handles it using the rule shown in Listing 2.1.

```xml
<!—"a/an" article, then a plural noun -->
<pattern>
  <token regexp="yes">a|an</token>
  <token postag="NNS|NNPS"></token>
  <message >Don't use indefinite articles with plural words.</message>
</pattern>
```

**Listing 2.1 : Sample XML rule in style and grammar checker**

The rule can only handle two token sequence, the first with a word ‘an’ or ‘a’ and the last token noun. This rule cannot catch errors from sentence or noun phrase that contain other words between article and the noun like in a phrase ‘a pretty little girls’. This incorrect phrase cannot be detected by the style and grammar checker using this rule, unless there is a modification on the rule to include all possible adjectives and other words that can probably occur. [11] considers this solution as insufficient and proposed another solution for this problem: grammar checking with dependency parsing.

Grammar checking with dependency parsing considers the nonlinear structure of the phrase. Dependency parser is used to obtain nonlinear structure of the phrase. The nonlinear structure of every sentence represented as parse tree by the dependency parser. Using this method, two words can be linked together without considering the other words between the two. The parse tree of the sentence can extend the syntax of the rule-based style and grammar checker language tool. Three sub-problems were identified in the grammar checking with dependency
parsing research: identifying the dependency parsing system, developing syntax for the dependency based rules and design rule matching algorithm. A two open source high quality parsing system, both have the same input and output format, was selected to solve the first problem. In developing the dependency based rules, the rules should provide syntactic means for three basic functions. First one is matching link between two given words. Second, checking word precedence, whether a word appears before or after another word. Third and the last is checking the absence of a given sub tree in the parse tree. The rule definition is split into chunk. Each chunk represents a separate subtree to be matched. This means each chunk of a rule is matched one by one. The depth-first-search routine is implemented as rule the matching algorithm to solve the third sub problem which is designing the rule matching algorithm.

N-gram based statistical method of grammar checker was introduced in [17]. It was done for the language Bangla and English. The method works in a way that checks the probability of the “N” words occurring together in the corpora. The probability of the sequence of words is calculated using equation (2.4) (See Section 2.1.4).

For example, when n= 2, which is bigram case, the system checks how often each pair occurs in the corpora. After obtaining the probability of each pair from the corpora, the probability of the sentence is calculated using the equation (2.5) (See Section 2.1.4). If the probability of the sentences is above some threshold, the sentence will be considered as grammatically correct.

In the bangle and English grammar checker model, if probability is greater than zero then it considers the sentence as correct. Probability of a sequence becomes zero when two or more consecutive tags cannot be fit together (or in other word they are incompatible). If one of the sequences probability is zero, the sentence probability will become zero (property of zero multiplication).

To show how the system works with example, the sentence “He is playing” is taken from the paper [17]. To check whether the sentence “He is playing” is correct or not, using bigram, the probability of the sentence is calculated as follows.

$$P ("He is playing") = P (\text{He} \mid < \text{start} >) \cdot P (\text{is} \mid \text{He}) \cdot P (\text{playing} \mid \text{is}) \cdot P (\cdot \mid \text{playing})$$

The probability of each pair will be obtained form the corpus using the probability formula (2). Each pair probability will be multiplied to calculate sentence probability. If a single word does
not exist in the corpus the probability of the whole sentence will become zero (because the probability of the word pair is zero). Then, the sentence is considered incorrect even for the correct sentence. However, considering the probability of the word as whole may cause the sentence to be incorrect as every word may not exist in the corpus. To come across this problem, the researchers consider Part-Of-Speech (POS) tags instead of the words. Taking the above example again, “he is playing” will be replaced by the POS tags “pps bez vbg.”.

\[ P(\text{pps bez vbg}) = P(\text{pps} | \text{<start>}) \times P(\text{bez} | \text{pps}) \times P(\text{vbg} | \text{bez}) \times P(\cdot | \text{vbg}) \]

Therefore, in the n-gram based statistical grammar checker for Bangla and English, first each word in a sentence assigns to its POS tag. Then, it uses the ‘N’ value to determine the sequence probability of the words. Sentence probability will be calculated based on the word sequences probability. Finally, if the sentence probability is above a given threshold, the sentence is correct otherwise it is incorrect.

The performance of n-gram based grammar checker is tested using manually and automatically tagged corpus. The paper does not clearly state which corpora is used to train and test the system. Using manually tagged corpus, the performance of the grammar checker for English is 63% (detected 545 sentences as correct, out of 866 correct sentences). Using manually tagged corpus, the grammar checker’s performance is 53.7% (detected 203 sentences out of 378 correct sentences) in Bangla. The performance of the grammar checker also tested using 34 automatically tagged sentences for Bangla. Then, the grammar checker produced result with lower performance which is 38% correct result.

The researcher stated on the paper that one of the reasons for the low performance of the grammar checker is the performance of POS tagger. Most of the errors that could not be detected by the grammar checker are agreement errors (i.e. a mismatch in number, person…). To overcome this problem, a tag set with agreement feature is required. The grammar checker works well on simple sentence than on compound. The grammar checker shows lower performance on corpus which contains large compound sentences.

### 2.6.3 Portuguese Grammar Checker

One of the grammar checkers for Portuguese language is COGrOO [21]. It is a Portuguese grammar checker based on CETENFOLHA a Brazilian Portuguese morphosyntactic annotated
Corpus. Nominal and verbal agreement, nominal and verbal government, misuse of adverb and adjectives are some of the problem that the research designed to solve. There are two rule set in the system: local and structural error rules. Local rules includes the short sequence of words rules whereas the structural rules consists of the more complex rules such as nominal and verbal agreement, nominal and verbal government, misuse of adverb and adjectives. The input text is first broken into sentence in sentence boundary detector module. Words in the sentence will be morphologically tagged. Then chunker will chunk the tagged sentence to small noun and verbal phrases. The grammatical relation finder finds the relation between the noun and verbal phrases and their grammatical roles (subject, object and verb). The local error checker and the structural error checker check for the local and structural error respectively.

### 2.6.4 Punjabi Grammar Checker

Punjabi is a language spoken in Indian and Pakistan. It is a member of Indo-Aryan family of language. A Punjabi grammar checker is explained in [16]. It’s a rule-based system. In Punjabi grammar checker, grammatical errors such as modifier and noun agreement, subject and verb agreement, noun and adjective, order of modifier of noun in a noun phrase, order of verb in a verb phrase and the like. To detect the errors the system passes through few steps or phases. Initially, pre-processing task is done on the input text which is tokenization. Then morphological analysis will be performed after the tokenization phase. The rule-based part of speech tagger is engaged to disambiguate in the tags. Then the text is grouped into phrases based on the phrase chucking rule. Finally, using the grammatical error checking rule, grammatical errors internal to the phrases and the sentences will be identified and correction suggested [16].

### 2.6.5 Language Independent Statistical Grammar Checker

A language independent research on grammar checkering – LISGrammarChecker - is also done by Verena Henrich and Timo Reuter. It uses statistical approach to detect grammatical errors. The grammar checker uses mainly n-gram approach for the grammar checking. A statistical database is built from a large amount text. Using the statistical data in the database, the grammatical errors in the text can be detected. The database can be updated when there is a change in the corpus. In addition to N-gram, LISGrammarChecker also includes morphosyntactic features to checker agreement between words i.e. adjective and noun, adverb
and verb.

In LISGrammarChecker, there are two different workflows. The first one is training the system and the other is grammar checking. The training mode accepts training corpus as an input. The input training corpus will be tagged for further processing. The important step in LISGrammarChecker training is data gathering. In this step, the statistical data is collected from the corpus and saved permanently in the statistical database. Two up to five consecutive token and tags (bigram to pentagram) are extracted from the text. The amount of occurrence of these n-grams will also be saved for every entry in the database. Figure 2.3 illustrates the workflow of LISGrammarChecker training mode.

![Figure 2.3: Architecture of LISGrammarChecker training](image)

**Figure 2.63 : Architecture of LISGrammarChecker training**

The second mode, in LISGrammarChecker, is the grammar checking. The architecture of grammar checking phase is shown in Figure 2.4. The grammar checking is done using the stored data in the training mode. As in training mode, the input in grammar checking mode is text (text to be checked and possibly with errors). The input text is tagged in the tagging module. The grammar checking methods accepts the tagged text as an input and performs different grammar checking operation on the input tagged text. The grammar checking methods are token n-gram check, tag n-gram check, Internet functionality, Adverb-verb-agreement and adjective-noun-agreement. All methods use different statistical information. The Internet functionality is no complete checking method, but rather an extension for the token n-gram check which can be activated optionally. In this case, the statistical data is extended with n-gram search results from an Internet search engine. In order to check the grammar, the input text is required to be analyzed with respect to the n-gram (bigram to pentagram). The extraction starts by pentagram, follows the quadgram and so on. The error in the input text is the smallest incorrect n-gram. All checking methods can detect distinct errors if any entry is
not in the database. All detected errors are only handled as error assumptions. A true error is defined when enough error assumptions occur. True errors are calculated in the error counting component. The error counting uses the detected error assumptions to calculate the over all error and define the true error. Each error assumption has an individual weight. The summation of all error assumption in a sentence is an over all error amount in a sentence. This error amount is compared with error threshold to decide on the correctness of the sentence. If the error amount is above the threshold, the sentence is grammatically incorrect. The sentence may have errors detected on it. However, if the error amount is less than error threshold, the sentence considered grammatically incorrect. This can possibly minimize the false positive.

Figure 2.4 : Architecture of Grammar checking in LISGrammarChecker

The LISGrammarChecker is tested with five test cases. The first test case is used to evaluate different requirements using different test set. The test results reveal that one fourth, one third, three fourth of the errors are detected by the tag, hybrid (both token and tag), token n-grams respectively. In the false positives case, the best result is achieved by the tag n-gram check where only few false positives occur. Test case four is used to test that LISGrammarChecker can be used in different language. German language is tested to show the language independency. The tagset used in this case is not large in size. As German language is morphologically more complex and thus there can be more mistakes due to disagreements. Results show that it works and all errors in a sentence are detected.
CHAPTER THREE
AMHARIC GRAMMAR CHECKER

This chapter tries to briefly discuss the two approaches that have been used to check grammatical errors of Amharic sentences. The first approach is a rule-based Amharic grammar checker. The rule-based Amharic grammar checker is developed using manually constructed rules and the rules are tested on Amharic simple sentences. The statistical Amharic grammar checker is the second approach used to check both simple and complex sentences. N-gram and other probabilistic methods are applied in statistical Amharic grammar checker. The first section of this chapter presents Amharic language grammar. The detailed discussion about rule-based and statistical Amharic grammar checker is also presented in second and third section respectively.

3.1 Amharic Grammar

This section explains Amharic language and its grammatical structure in terms of the word classes and their part in sentence formation. This section gives only the emphasis on Amharic grammar, the more detail on this area can be obtained on [33] and [34].

3.1.1 Background

Amharic is a Semitic language spoken in eastern Africa mostly in Ethiopia. It is also the official language in the country, Ethiopia. Amharic has its own alphabet known as ‘፲ል’/’fidel’ which is written from left to right. In each ‘፲ል’/’fidel’ or alphabet, the vowel and consonants exist at the same time. In Amharic writing system, there are thirty-three consonants and seven orders (for each consonant) by combining each consonant with different vowels [4].

3.1.2 Amharic Morphology

The one of the main reasons that makes Amharic language complex is its morphology. Amharic language is one of the morphologically rich Semitic languages. A single word (verb) in Amharic may indicate the details of the subject and object of the sentence. A word in Amharic can also be considered as a sentence in other language like English. Example, the word ‘አልነገረኝም’/’alnegereNm’ in Amharic, which means ‘he didn’t tell me’ in English, specifies the subject (he) and the object (me) in a word.
Amharic words grouped into eight main word classes i.e. noun, verb, adjective, adverb, Preposition, Pronoun, Interjection [33, 34]. By the affixation process or adding affixes to the words, grammatical class of the word can be changed i.e. noun to adjective and verb, verb to adjective and noun and the like. This process of forming words without changing the word class is known as derivational morphology [30]. Amharic word of one class can be derived from the class itself and different other classes. For example, ‘ደግነት’/‘degnet’ is noun which is derived from the adjective ‘ደfolios’/‘degt’ and morpheme ‘-ነት’/‘-net’. Morphemes or affixes can also be added to a word to mark syntactic function of the word by keeping its original class. This way of forming a word is called inflectional morphology [30]. Amharic noun and adjective can be inflected for number (plural, singular), gender (male, female), definiteness (indefinite, definite) and case (objective, subjective, possessive). Amharic verbs can be inflected for person (first, second, third), gender, number, cases and tense/aspect, and mood (command, request, negative). For example, the verb ‘መጣ’/‘meTa’ can be inflected as ‘መጣች’/‘meTac’ to mark third person, singular feminine subject.

Amharic words can be inflected by adding different affixes (prefixes, infixes and suffixes) to the words. These affixes placed in the words to mark definiteness, negativity, subject and object, conjunction and the like. The prefix and the suffix for Amharic verbs can be sited in four slots i.e. four slots before and four slots after the stem. Before the stem (see Figure 3.1), preposition or conjunction can be placed on the first slots of the prefix, then relative marker takes the second slot, negative marker at the third slot and on the forth slot the subject marker will be placed. When it comes to the suffix, the object or the definite marker, negative or auxiliary or accusative and conjunction in first, second, third and forth slots respectively.

![Placement of affixes (prefix and infix) in a word](image.png)

Figure 3.1 : Placement of affixes (prefix and infix) in a word

Awgichew and Meyer wrote on [35] that Tekle-Maryam [36] identified three tenses for
Amharic verbs as past, present and future. Awgichew and Meyer put these tenses with three special "cultures": indefinite, definite and continuous and get seven tenses. Table 3.1.1 summarizes the seven tenses by inflecting word for person, number and gender. Present and future tenses in Amharic use the same morpheme. Therefore, it is necessary to use the adverbs to distinguish those tenses. For example, the tense for the verb ‘ይመظሉ’ /’yemeTalu’ can not be distinguished unless an adverb that shows future or present time added to it: ‘አሁን ይመظሉ’ /”ahun ymeTalu’, ‘ነገ ይመظሉ’ /’nege ymeTalu’, ‘ዛሬ ይመظሉ’ /’zare ymeTalu’ and the like.

3.1.3 Amharic Sentence
A sentence is a collection of words expressing a judgment of the mind. A sentence should not be incomplete like a phrase to express something. Amharic sentences classified into two: simple and complex sentence. A simple sentence is a sentence which has only one verb phrase. Whereas a complex sentence is a sentence which is categorized as simple sentence and formed by complex phrases.

A general Amharic sentence structure is subject object verb (SOV). But sometimes sentences may occur as OSV. For example, the sentence ‘አበበ ከበደን ገደለው’ /’abebe kebeden gedelew’, which is in SOV order, can also be written as ‘ከበደን አበበ ገደለው’ /’kebeden’abebe gedelew’ in OSV order. Taking these sentences into consideration, one can only be sure about the verb that appears/placed at the end of the simple sentences and the subject and the verb may exchange position. However, the OSV order can not be used in formal Amharic texts. The order of words in Amharic is not only bounded to subject, object and verb. Other word classes (like adjective, adverb) also have their own arrangement in a sentence. For example, an adjective should appear before the noun it modifies.

Depending on placement of words in a sentence, the sentence meaning can be changed unless the word (object of the sentence) has the object marker ‘-ን’ /‘-n’. For instance, ‘እና ወጥ ይእልል’ /’jb wuxa ybelal’ and ‘ውጥ ይእልል ከበደን’ /’wuxa jb ybelal’: the words used in both sentence are the same but different meaning. ‘እና’ /’jb’ and ‘ውጥ’ /’wuxa’ are the subject of the sentences in the first and second sentence respectively. Amharic nouns do not have different subject marker or morpheme (affix) [34]. However, a subject can be identified from its place in a sentence. ‘-ን’ /‘-n’ is suffix that is used as a sign for Amharic objects. A noun with this suffix can be easily identified as an object. Other than the order and placement of words in a sentence, the Amharic words must also agree with each other. For example, the subject and object with the verb (in
number, gender and person), adjective with noun (in number and gender), adverb with verb (in time) and so on [4, 34, 35].

Table 3.1: Amharic tenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Numbe</th>
<th>Gend</th>
<th>Jussive (Command)</th>
<th>Perfective (simple past)</th>
<th>Near past</th>
<th>Gerundive (Remote past)</th>
<th>Imperfective (present/future)</th>
<th>Near future</th>
<th>Past continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td></td>
<td>ላን ከредел / lgedel</td>
<td>ከዲአት / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሆለው ማስ ከደ ከበር</td>
<td>ከሆለውירוע ማስ ከደ ከበር</td>
<td>ከሆለው ማስ ከደ ከቤ ም ከ ከ ም</td>
<td>ከሆለው ማስ ከደ ከ ከ ም</td>
<td>ከሆለው ማስ ከደ ከ ከ ም</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td></td>
<td>ከሆለው ማስ ከደ ከ ከ ም</td>
<td>ከሆለው ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም</td>
<td>ከሆለው ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም</td>
<td>ከሆለው ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም</td>
<td>ከሆለው ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም</td>
<td>ከሆለው ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም</td>
<td>ከሆለው ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>Feminine</td>
<td></td>
<td>ላን ከ ከ ከ ም / gdey</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሆለው ማስ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masculine</td>
<td></td>
<td>ላን ከ ከ ከ ከ ም / gdey</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td></td>
<td>ላን ከ ከ ከ ከ ም / gdey</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polite</td>
<td></td>
<td>ላን ከ ከ ከ ከ ም / gdey</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feminine</td>
<td></td>
<td>ላን ከ ከ ከ ከ ም / gdey</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masculine</td>
<td></td>
<td>ላን ከ ከ ከ ከ ም / gdey</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td></td>
<td>ላን ከ ከ ከ ከ ም / gdey</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polite</td>
<td></td>
<td>ላን ከ ከ ከ ከ ም / gdey</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
<td>ከሶክ ከ ከ ከ ከ ም ማስ ከ ከ ከ ም / gedelu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Rule-based Amharic Grammar Checker

The rule-based Amharic grammar checker is the first approach used to check whether a given Amharic sentence is grammatically correct or not. The rule-based Amharic grammar checker has a language model which contains grammar rules. This language model was developed using manually constructed rules and tested using Amharic text. To the best knowledge of the researcher, there is no Amharic grammar rule written by the linguists and can be used directly or with a simple modification for this research. For this reason, each rule in the language model
is developed manually by considering grammatically incorrect Amharic sentences. Amharic grammar books by Baye Yimam[34], Getahun Amare[33] and linguistic experts assistance have also great contribution on constructing the rules for the rule-based Amharic grammar checker. As developing manual rules for Amharic complex sentences is difficult, the rules on the rule-based Amharic grammar checker are constructed only for simple sentences. Due to this and other reasons stated in section 3.2.3, the rule-based Amharic grammar checker could not be fully designed and tested for complex sentences.

The rule-based Amharic grammar checker accepts Amharic text containing sentences in SOV order as an input. The input text split into sentences, then each sentence to words. Amharic subjects do not have subject marker. Therefore, the rule-based Amharic grammar checker identifies the first noun as the subject and the second noun as an object of the sentence. Then, every word will be analyzed using Amharic Morphological Analyzer (HornMopho). Based on the analysis, grammatical relation is built for each sentence. Grammatical relations (the patterns) will be matched against the rules in the language model. Each rule in the language model shows grammatically incorrect Amharic sentence structure. If any of the grammatical relations matches with one or more rules, the sentence with that grammatical relation will be identified as grammatically incorrect sentence. Those that are not matched against the rules will be considered as grammatically correct. Below, in section 3.2.1, the architecture of the rule-based Amharic grammar checker is described as follows.

3.2.1 Architecture of Rule-based Amharic Grammar Checker

The rule-based Amharic grammar checker accepts Amharic text as an input and identifies grammatically correct and incorrect sentences from the input text and shows the result as an output. The architecture of the rule-based Amharic grammar checker is shown in Figure 3.2 and the steps shown in the architecture are described one by one as follows:
**Figure 3.2: Architecture of rule-based Amharic grammar checker**

**Sentence Splitter**

The sentence splitter module splits the input text into sentences and the sentence into words. The input text has punctuation mark at each end of the sentence. This punctuation mark is used in Amharic language to indicate sentence end. Using this punctuation mark as split indicator, input text will be split into sentences for further processing. After the input text is split into sentences, each sentence will be kept in temporary repository. From the sentence temporary repository, each sentence will be split into words to be processed in the morphological Analyzer.
Morphological Analyzer

Morphological analyzer module accepts the split words from the sentence splitter and assigns linguistic meanings to each word. Each affix (prefix, infix, and suffix) or morpheme in word refers to different linguistic meaning such as number, person, gender, definiteness and the like. Morphological analyzer should be used to know what linguistic meaning that a given affix refers to.

In the rule-based Amharic grammar checker, each word in the input text to be checked is analyzed using HornMopho Amharic morphological analyzer [8]. The HornMorpho recognizes two POS tags i.e. noun and verb. If the word is a noun, linguistic meanings such as number, person, gender that noun belongs will be determined using the HornMorpo. This will be done for both the subject and the object. On the other hand, the verb should be analyzed for both the subject and the object markers because number, person and gender of the subject and object of the sentence are reflected on the verb as well. Therefore, when the verb analysis is done using HornMorpho the subject and object marker on the verb will be defined in terms of number, person and gender.

For example,

In the sentence ‘አስ ከወን ምወት’ /’su ‘sWan metat’, 
አስ / ‘su’ is subject (singular in number, third person masculine). ከወን /’sWan’ is object (singular, third person feminine). This detail of the subject and object must agree with the subject and object reflection on the verb. The verb ‘መታት’ /’metat’ has the same number, person and gender markers with its subject and object preceding it.

Grammatical Relation Finder

Grammatical relation finder module assigns grammatical relation between words in a sentence such as the subject and verb, the object and verb and so on. The grammatical relation is constructed based on the analysis result of the Morphological analyzer. Grammatical relation finder assigns subject-verb and object-verb relation in terms of number, person and gender. The relation between the words is represented in the form of word pattern. Numbers of Patterns are constructed for the sentence. Each pattern has sentence start and sentence end marker. The constructed patterns (grammatical relations) are used to be matched with the rules in the
language model. The following example explains how grammatical relation is built for a given sentence in terms of number, person and gender.

For example:

The sentence ‘አሱ እሷን መታት’ /‘su ’sWan metat’ can be put in three different word patterns for number, person and gender. The following three lines show how the pattern for the rule-based grammar checker appears for the sentence. Line one, line two and line three are for number, person and gender respectively.

'SStart NSng NSng VSbSng VObSng SEnd',

'SStart NP3 NP3 VSP3 VOP3 SEnd',

'SStart NM NF VSbF VObM SEnd'

To identify the beginning and the ending of the sentence, each word pattern includes the string “SStart” and “SEnd” for sentence start and end respectively. The strings “NSng”, “NP3” and “NM” which appear right after the sentence start markers refer to the subject of the sentence ‘አሱ’ /‘su’. “NSng”, “NP3” and “NM” represent linguistic meanings that the subject ‘አሱ’ /‘su’ is noun singular, third person and masculine respectively. The string after the subject description “NSng”, “NP3” and “NF” is for the object of the sentence ‘አሷን’ /‘sWan’. It means the object is third person singular feminine. The last two strings before the sentence end refers to the verb in the sentence i.e. “VSbSng VObSng”, “VSP3 VOP3” and “VSbM VObF”. The first one “VSbSng VObSng” defines the number and represents linguistic meaning that the verb has singular subject and object marker. The second “VSP3 VOP3” is about person and states that both the subject and the object marker in the verb are third person. The last one “VSbM VObF” defines the gender marker in the verb and it’s feminine for the subject and masculine for the object. This way, the grammatical relation finder constructs grammatical relations for a sentence. The grammatical relations for a sentence will be ready to be sent as an input to grammar rule checker.
Language Model

The language model is a storage that holds the grammar rules. The grammar rules in the model are manually constructed rules. Rules describe what must not occur in Amharic sentences or incorrect grammatical sentence structure in the form of words pattern. This means, if a sentence matches with any of rules then it will be considered as grammatically incorrect sentence for each of unmatched rule. The rules are regular expression and written in XML. The root element for the rule set is “rules”. The root element “rules” has two children named “rule” and “rulegroup”. The rule has three sub elements: “pattern”, “message” and “example”. “rulegroup” has set of rules inside with rulegroup id.

- `<rules>` is the root element for the elements inside the XML that contains the grammar rules.

- `<rule>` is the sub element for the root element. It defines each rules pattern with its message and examples. It has an attribute id and name. The id uniquely identifies each rule and helps in turning on and off rules separately when required. The name attribute describes what the rule is. Both the id and the name are used for internal use.

- `<pattern>` is sub element for the `<rule>`. It defines the word pattern for grammatically incorrect sentence structure. The pattern is simply the different expression for the linguistic meanings of words in the sentence. The expression for the word may be based on number, gender or person. The pattern element contains regular expression to be matched with the grammatical relation or pattern of the sentence to be checked. The word pattern for the sentence to be checked is extracted in the grammatical relation module. The extracted patterns will be matched with the regular expression in the `<pattern>` element.

- `<message>` is another sub element for the `<rule>` and it contains description about the current rule declared as parent of the `<message>`. `<message>` element includes text value which describes the rule that the message belongs.

- `<example>` is third sub element for the `<rule>` element. It has ‘type’ attribute which has a value “correct” and ‘incorrect’ for correct and incorrect example respectively. In this element, additional description can be kept about the error with two different type
examples of the same sentence

Listing 3.1 shows one sample rule in the rule-based Amharic grammar checker. The rule is represented in XML and it contains the above XML elements.

```xml
<rule id="_NpVSbS" name="Subject/Verb agreement in number (subject plural and verb singular)">
  <pattern>
    SStart NPlr (NPlr|NSng) VSbSng (VObPlr|VObSng) SEnd
  </pattern>
  <message>
    The plural subject should have a plural marker on the verb
  </message>
  <example type="correct">በሬዎቹ እጅቷን ወጓት /'berEwocun ljtWan wgWat
  </example>
  <example type="incorrect">በሬዎቹ እጅቷን ወጓት /"Na 'sWan 'wedatalehu'
  </example>
</rule>
```

**Listing 3.1 : An Example of how rules in the language model represented in XML**

The sample rule in listing 3.1 contains subject-verb agreement rule. The rule element has sub elements that are used to describe the rule defined. The rule defines subject-verb agreement in number i.e. when the subject is plural and the subject marker on the verb refers to singular subject. The <pattern> element defines incorrect word patterns in a sentence using regular expression. <message> gives explanation about the rule that matches the pattern in the <pattern> element. The <example> element contains two type of the same sentence. One contains error of the current rule and the other correct Amharic sentence. By observing those examples, one can get addition description about the rule to understand the errors in the sentence.
Grammar Rule Checker

Grammar rule checker module matches the patterns extracted in the grammatical relation finder module against the rules in the language model. The grammatical errors on the sentence will be checked based on the rules in language model. If extracted pattern for the sentence matches against the pattern in the language model, the sentence will be considered as grammatically incorrect. On the other hand, the sentence will be grammatically correct if the pattern for the sentence does not match with any of the rules.

Example:

Consider the sentence “እኛ ከሷን እወዳታለሁ”/”Na ’sWan ‘wedatalehu’ as sentence to be checked using the rule-based Amharic grammar checker.

The morphological analyzer will analyze each word and assigns linguistic meaning to each word. The subject in the example sentence is plural in number and the object is singular. On the other hand, the subject marker and object markers on the verb is singular.

In the grammatical relation finder module, the number relation is constructed based on the morphological analyzer result. The number relation for the sentence is kept in the form of word pattern. The number pattern for the sentence “እኛ ከሷን እወዳታለሁ”/”Na ’sWan ‘wedatalehu’ is 'SStart NPlr NSng VSbSng VObSng SEnd'. This pattern matches with the rule pattern in Listing 3.1. Therefore, the sentence is identified as grammatically incorrect because it has subject-verb disagreement in number.

Sentence: ከሷን እወዳታለሁ /”Na ’sWan ‘wedatalehu’

Message: the plural subject should have a plural subject marker on the verb

Example: Correct -ብሬዎቹ እጾታ በቅም በጥሬጉ እጾታ /’berEwocun ljtWan wgWat

Incorrect -ብሬዎቹ እጾታ በቅም /”Na ’sWan ‘wedatalehu’
3.2.2 Agreement Checking in the Rule-based Grammar Checker

The rule-based Amharic grammar checker system accepts subject, object and verb of a sentence i.e. sentence in SOV order and check for their agreement in number, person and gender. The agreement is checked for both subject-verb and object-verb in all the three cases (number, gender and person). The next two sections explain how subject-verb and object-verb disagreement checking works.

I. Subject-verb Disagreement Checking Using Rule-based Amharic Grammar Checker

As stated above, the system first accepts sentences that contain subject, object and verb of the sentences. After sentence and word splitting, every word will be analyzed. During the words analysis, every word will be assigned with its own analysis result based on number, person and gender. The nouns and verbs are analyzed in different form. Nouns should be analyzed for number, person and gender whereas verbs should be analyzed both for the subject and object marker based on number, person and gender. After each word is assigned based on the analysis, then the subject label of the sentence will be matched with the subject analysis part of the verb in the sentence. The next example explains how subject-verb agreement checking works.

Example: ከወዮር Serif ከወዮር ከወዮር / 'berEwocu begun 'abarerkew'

In this sentence, two disagreements can be identified. The first one is number mismatch between the subject and the verb. The subject ‘ወዮር Serif’ / ‘berEwocu’ is a singular noun and the subject marker on the verb marks plural. The other one is a subject-verb disagreement on person. The subject ‘ወዮር Serif’ / ‘berEwocu’ is a plural third person whereas the subject marker on the verb “ወዮር Serif”/”abarerkew” marks the second person “ወዮር Serif”/”ante” “you”.

In rule-based Amharic grammar checker, after the sentence and word splitting, the system will run the following two modules.

Grammatical Relation Finder

In the grammatical relation finder module, the sentence will be assigned into three different the patterns: number, person and gender.
In the first line, the pattern describes the sentence based on number. The first noun, which is the subject, is plural noun ‘NPlr’. The second is singular ‘NSng’, the object of the sentence. The last two, ‘VSbSng’ and ‘VObSng’ are for the verb of the sentence, describe the subject singular and object singular marker on the verb.

The second line contains the person pattern for the sentence. ‘NP3’ and ‘NP3’ are the subject and the object nouns respectively. Both the subject and object is third person noun. ‘VSP2’ and ‘VOP3’ explains about the verb in the sentence: the subject marker in the verb ‘VSP2’ is second person whereas the object ‘VOP3’ is third person.

The last line holds gender information about the sentence. The pattern tells the system that both subject and the object have a masculine gender: ‘NP3’ and ‘NP3’. The verb has masculine object and subject marker: VSbM VObM.

**Grammar Rule Checker**

The grammar rule checker module matches the pattern produced in the grammatical relation finder module with the rules kept in the language model. If the pattern matches with the rule, the system considers the pattern as an error. Therefore, for the above sentence, the first two patters matches with the manually constructed rules in the language model and the gender pattern does not match with the rule. As the first, second and third pattern describe the number, person and gender respectively, the sentence has subject-verb mismatch on the number and person.

**II. Object–verb Disagreement Checking Using Rule-based Amharic Grammar Checker**

To check the object-verb disagreement the system passes all the steps explained in the subject-verb disagreement checking part (I). To explain this with example,
Example: The sentence ‘ወን በሬው በጉን ቈጋት’/’berEw begun wegat’

This sentence contains object-verb disagreement in gender. The object ‘ሬው’/’begun’ has a masculine marker in it but the verb has feminine object marker which disagrees with the object in the sentence. The sentence first split into words, then after each word will be analyzed using a HornMorpho Amharic morphological analyzer. Based on the analysis result the following modules will be done.

**Grammatical Relation Finder**

The grammatical relation finder marks the start and end of the sentence and describes the sentence in three different patterns based on number, person and gender. These three lines describe the number, person and gender pattern of the sentence in the example above.

'SStart NSng NSng VSbSng VObSng SEnd',

'SStart NP3 NP3 VSP3 VOP3 SEnd',

'SStart NM NM VSbM VObF SEnd'

**Grammar Rule Checker**

Patterns identified in the grammatical relation finder module are the input for Grammar Rule Checker module which checks whether the patterns exist in the language model or not. As stated above, the language model contains list of patterns which considered as error in Amharic grammar. In short, if pattern matches with the rules in a language model, the pattern is considered as grammatically incorrect.

### 3.2.3 Problems on this approaches

1. To the best knowledge of the researcher, Amharic grammar rules is not described by linguistic experts in the way that can be used as either a direct input or with a simple modification to this research. There are Amharic grammar books written by linguists. The books explains Amharic letter sounds, word formation, phrase formation, different types of sentences and their sentence formation but do not clearly state what makes Amharic sentences grammatically incorrect. As rule-based approach requires manually developed rules, unavailability of such rules or structures make this approach difficult to complete.
2. The other problem which affects the rule-based Amharic grammar checker completion is the Amharic POS tagger. Amharic POS tagger is one of the tool requires for the development of grammar checker (See Section 2.4). High performance Amharic POS tagger, which can identify number of POS tags, is not available to be used with this research. HornMopho Amharic Morphological Analyzer only identifies nouns and verbs: even adjectives are considered or analyzed as Nouns.

3. It’s very difficult to deal with the rules of Amharic complex sentences. Amharic complex sentences are usually very long and they contain numbers of verbs and connectors such as “ብሹንም”/’bihonm’, “ሸለጾ”/’slezih’, “ሸለሹንም”/’slehonem’, and the like. Therefore, rules for this kind of sentence are difficult to develop manually. The problem listed in (1) makes the rule construction for complex sentences even harder.

3.3 Statistical Amharic grammar checker (STAMGRAM)

As the rule-based Amharic checker could not go further to include complex sentences, the n-gram based Statistical Amharic grammar checker is implemented and tested for both simple and complex sentences. In this system, two major tasks are performed. The first one is training the system by extracting patterns with different ‘N’ values (bigram and trigram) and the second one is checking grammatical error using the extracted pattern set. In extracting the patterns, the extracted patterns with their probability of occurrence are kept in repositories i.e. different repository for different N values. The patterns that are saved in repositories are accessed / used when grammar checking is performed. The n-gram model is implemented to check incorrect POS tag sequences and agreement in number, person and gender of Amharic sentence. Adverb/tense agreement, which is discussed in section 3.3.5, is checked using probabilistic method. The two major tasks in n-gram method are discussed in detail in section 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. Section 3.3.1 presents fundamental concepts in n-gram based statistical Amharic grammar checker.

3.3.1 Fundamental Concepts

Pre-processing and sentence splitting – texts in the corpus, which are not required for implementation of the system, should be identified and separated from those that are required. In pre-processing, the input corpus first processed to remove unnecessary texts. Unnecessary texts include the elements other than the POS tags i.e. <Document>, <title> and other elements
in the corpus. After text elimination, the corpus includes sentences that have words and their POS tags. In order to make the corpus suitable for further processing, sentences are kept line by line. Therefore, the pre-processed text has a sentence in a line to make further processes simple.

**POS tagging** – POS tagging is the process performed by a POS tagger. POS tagger is one of the NLP applications which assign words to its part of speech (See Section 2.4). In order to maximize the performance of grammar checker applications, it’s very important to include POS tagger as a pre-process. Each word in a sentence (both in training and test set) should be assigned to its own POS tag. This is very helpful as processing all the words are very difficult to handle. The reason for this is, a word may not occur at all in the corpus or occur only once or very few times which makes calculating probability difficult and unreliable. Finding the exact word match in a given corpus may also be difficult. In grammar checking, each word in a sentence will be processed/checked using its POS tag. In STAMGRAM, the words (including punctuation marks) in the training and the test set are tagged manually. Due to unavailability of Amharic POS tagger system (See Section 2.4), POS tagger is not used as a sub system. For this reason, The POS tagging process for the STAMGRAM is done manually i.e. a manually tagged corpus is used for the training and test set. The training set is taken from manually tagged news corpus containing about 7964 sentences. 31 different POS tags are used to tag the corpus. A list of these POS tags and their description can be found in Appendix 2. The test set is also prepared from this manually tagged corpus.

**Morphological Analyzer** – using a morphological analyzer, linguistic meaning of morphemes in a word can be defined. Each affix (prefix, infix, and suffix) or morpheme in word refers to different linguistic meaning such as number, person, gender, definiteness and the like (See Section 2.5). As Amharic is morphological rich language, this NLP application is a very crucial sub part/system for most of other higher level NLP applications like Amharic grammar checker. In STAMGRAM, the manually tagged words in training and test set are further analyzed using Amharic morphological analyzer named “HornMorpho”. Each tagged word in corpus is given as an input to this Amharic morphological analyzer [Gasser, 2011]. HornMorpho analyzes noun, adjectives and verb. For the reason that nouns and adjectives have identical morphological structure, HornMorpho identifies and analyzes adjective as a noun. In the analysis process, POS tagging of the HornMorpho is not used. However, the adjectives are
analyzed as noun and the noun and the adjective can be identified from the manually tagged corpus. To give the words to HornMorpho as an input, from the 31 tags, 18 tag set are selected and grouped into two.

1) **Group noun:** this group includes nouns, pronoun and adjectives of different forms. Noun and adjectives are kept in the same group as both treated in similar way in HornMorpho. After the analysis the adjective and the nouns can be identified from the POS tag taken from the manually tagged corpus. The number, person, gender of each word in this group identified for the tagged words. The tags included in this group are NP, N, NC, PRONC, PRON, NPC, PRONP, VN, ADJP, ADJ and ADJPC. The description about the tag symbols can be found in appendix 1.

2) **Group verb:** this group has different forms of verbs in it. Amharic Verbs has inflected in different way with noun and adjectives. Verb can be analyzed for both subject and object that it refers to. The tag sets that are included in this group are VP, V, VC, VREL and VPC.

The other tags other than the tags grouped above cannot be analyzed. These tags are tags for punctuation marks, number and the like. ENDPUNC, PUNC, NUMCR and NUMPC some of the tags that not included the two groups above.

### 3.3.2 STAMGRAM Word Representation

To check grammatical errors in a sentence, words require linguistic information other than the POS tag. The information about the words can be retrieved from the morphemes of each word. To know what information that the morpheme refers to, a morphological analyzer should be used (See Section 2.5). These linguistic meanings include number (plural and singular), person (first, Second and third), gender (female and male), definiteness (definite and indefinite) and so on. After the linguistic information is assigned to each word, one can check whether the information about one word in the sentence agrees with the information about the other words in the sentence. As explained in Section 4.2.1, the agreement checking in STAMGRAM was done with the help of Amharic Morphological Analyzer known as HornMorpho.

Agreement checking includes number, person and gender agreement between words i.e. noun-verb agreement, adjective-noun, verb-verb agreement and so on. This agreement can be
checked after the morphological analysis of the words. Word classes (noun, verb and adjective) are grouped into two to make it suitable to the HornMorpho. The two groups are noun group and the verb group. Grouping the word class is required because noun and verbs have different morphological structure and should be analyzed in separate way. The first group, which is the noun group, includes nouns and adjectives of different form because noun and adjective have similar morphological structure and treated in the same way in HornMorpho. The detail about the two groups discussed on fundamental process (See Section 4.3.1).

Both the training and testing corpus are morphologically tagged using HornMorpho Amharic morphological analyzer. The analysis is done for all POS tags in the noun and verb group. After the analysis result retrieved from the HornMorpho, the result will be assigned for word next to the POS tag in three different slots. Information about the word is kept in four different slots including the first slot that contains the POS tag. The four slots are located next to the word inside the angle brackets “<” and “>”. The first slot contains the POS tag, the second the number description (singular and plural) about the word, the third refers to person (first, second and third) description and the last slot contains gender (masculine and feminine) information about the word preceding it. The slots information value is different for noun and verb group (see Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POS tag (N, NP, ADJ ...)</th>
<th>Number Information</th>
<th>Person Information</th>
<th>Gender Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slot1</td>
<td>slot2</td>
<td>slot3</td>
<td>slot4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.3: The placement the analysis result in the four slots**

The three slots exist for both noun and verb group in the corpus. However, the slots contain different type of values. Information that is included in each slot is discussed as follows:

**Slot 1:**

This slot contains the POS tag information about the word preceding it. The system gets this tag from the manually tagged corpus. 18 tags from the 31 tags (see Appendix 1) are selected for
the analysis process. Other than correct POS tag sequence checking, this slot is required to check all the three agreement in number person and gender. This slot contains particular POS tag for word even when word is analyzed.

**Slot 2:**

This slot holds number information about the word i.e. whether the word is plural or singular. It has three different values in the case of noun group; P, S and NN. P, S and NN stand for plural, singular and NOT KNOWN. If the word is verb group, this slot will have four other different values. These are SS^OS, SS^OP, SP^OS and SP^OP.'^' sign in each the values act like ‘and’. The first value “SS^OS” represents that verb has a singular subject marker and singular object marker. The second “SS^OP”, the third “SP^OS” and the fourth “SP^OP” represent verb with singular subject and plural object marker, plural subject and singular object marker and both plural subject and object marker respectively. The NOT KNOWN value is given for this slot if the number information could not be identified by the HornMorpho.

**Slot 3:**

This slot contains person information about the word preceding it i.e. first person, second person and third person. The slot has four different possible values for the noun groups; P1, P2, P3 and NN. P1 stands for person one, P2 for person two. P3 for person three and NN is same as slot two which stands for NOT KNOWN. The words in verb group have different values than noun groups. The words in verb groups may belong to nine values. The slot values may also contain ‘NN’ value if the person information about the verb not known or cannot be identified by the morphological analyzer. Possible values for the third slot in the case of verbs are listed as follows:

- **SP1^OP1:** first person subject and first person object marker
- **SP2^OP2:** second person subject and second person object marker
- **SP3^OP3:** third person subject and third person object marker
- **SP1^OP2:** first person subject and second person object marker
- **SP2^OP1:** second person subject and first person object marker
- **SP3^OP1:** third person subject and first person object marker
SP1^OP3: first person subject and third person object marker

SP2^OP3: second person subject and third person object marker

SP3^OP3: third person subject and third person object marker

**Slot 4:**

This slot is the last slot and contains gender information about the word. Gender information means whether the word is masculine or feminine. This slot also has three different values for noun group like the previous two slots. The values are M, F and NN for masculine, feminine and NOT KNOWN respectively. For the verb group, the slot may contain four different values: SM^OF, SF^OM, SM^OM and SF^OF. The first value “SM^OF” indicates subject masculine and object feminine verb, ”SF^OM” for subject feminine and object masculine verb, the last two” SM^OM and SF^OF” are for subject masculine and object masculine verb and subject feminine and object feminine respectively.

For example:

1) The Amharic noun የወድ-animation/ ‘prezidantu’ can be analyzed and assigned to the four slots as follows:

![Figure 3.4: Analysis of the noun ‘prezidantu’ and its placement in the four slots](image)

After assigning the values to the slots the word and slots values are kept in the corpus next to each other as follow.

![Diagram showing the assignment of values to the slots](image)
2) The verb በደረሰበት/ˈbederebe tekn’ can be analyzed using HornMorpho and assigned to the four slots as follows:

![Figure 3.5: Analysis of the verb "በደረሰበት"/ˈbederebe tekn’ and its placement in the four slots](image)

Finally the slot values are kept in the corpus as follows:

![Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 1 Slot 4]

Figure 3.5: Analysis of the verb "በደረሰበት"/ˈbederebe tekn’ and its placement in the four slots

Finally the slot values are kept in the corpus as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VP</th>
<th>SS^OS</th>
<th>SP3^OP3</th>
<th>SM^OM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>በደረሰበት</td>
<td>&lt;VP</td>
<td>SS^OS</td>
<td>SP3^OP3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.3 Training in STAMGRAM

In STAMGRAM, probability of n-gram of POS tag sequence calculated from the corpus for a given N value i.e. N=2 and N=3. These N-grams are then saved in repository and used in grammar checking process to determine whether a given sentence is grammatically correct or not. N-grams in the repository support the system in finding the incorrect POS patterns that make the sentence grammatically incorrect and checking agreement between words. The unique sequences and probability of occurrences are determined from the corpus, which is used to train the system. The probability calculation is based on the given N value in the N-gram. The value of N determines the number of POS tag sequences occurring together in a corpus. Figure 3.6 shows the workflow of the STAMGRAM training.

The training process in STAMGRAM starts by accepting the training corpus and the N value as an input. After accepting the input text and the N value, the input text split into sentences and kept in temporary sentence repository. The sentence splitting is done in sentence splitter module. The sentence temporary repository saves the sentences until all the sentences passes through the pattern extraction process. Each sentence from the temporary sentence repository is
forwarded to sequence extractor module. In sequence extractor, possible patterns (POS tag, number, person, gender) can be extracted. The extracted pattern from the current sentence is again temporarily saved in temporary sequence repository. Before calculating the probability of each extracted pattern, the system first checks its existence in the repository. If the pattern exists, it means its probability is already stored in the repository, the system passes to the next pattern in the temporary sequence repository. Therefore, it’s not necessary to calculate the probability as it already exists. If the pattern does not exist in the repository, probability calculator module calculates its probability. The calculated probability and the pattern itself (as key) are forwarded and stored in the repository. Then, the pattern and its probability will be permanently stored in repository. When the sequence for the first sentence completed, then the system goes back to the temporary sentence repository to get the second sentence. The whole steps, which have been performed for the first sentence, will be repeated for the second sentence, third sentence, forth sentence...until the last sentence. Each and every activities done in STAMGRAM training process is explained with example as follows. The example discussed below only shows the POS tag sequence extraction. The agreement extraction is discussed in Section 3.3.5.
Figure 3.6: Workflow of training part in STAMGRAM

**Sentence Splitter** - As explained in section 4.2.1, each sentence is kept in a line within the corpus. When the training process starts by accepting the training corpus, this module splits the training corpus into sentences and keeps the sentences in the temporary sentence repository to process each sentence one by one.

**Sequence Extractor** - The sequence extractor accepts a sentence at time and processes each sentence individually. Possible sequences for each sentence in the corpus are extracted based on a given N value. This N value is provided to the system as an input to the training module. To explain the sentence extractor with example, there random short sentences are taken from the corpus. These sentences are considered as corpus which is given to the training task as an input.
READ sentenceList, N
FOR sentence in sentenceList
    IF N = 2 THEN
        FOR word in sentence
            IF first word in a sentence THEN
                currentTagtSequence = <START> < currentWordSlot1>
                currentNumberSequence = <START> <currentWordSlot1 + currentWord Slot2>
                currentPersonSequence = <START> <currentWordSlot1 + currentWordSlot3>
                currentGenderSequence = <START> <currentWordSlot1 + currentWordSlot4>
            ELSE
                currentTagtSeq = <currentWordSlot1> <nextWordSlot1>
                currentNumberSeq = <currentWordSlot1 + currentWordSlot2> <nextWordSlot1 + nextWordSlot2>
                currentPersonSeq = <currentWordSlot1 + currentWordSlot3> <nextWordSlot1 + nextWordSlot3>
                currentGenderSeq = <currentWordSlot1 + currentWordSlot4> <nextWordSlot1 + nextWordSlot4>
            ENDIF
        ENDFOR
        ELSE
            FOR tag in sentence
                IF first tag in a sentence THEN
                    currentTagtSeq = <START> < currentWordSlot1> <nextWordSlot1>
                    currentNumberSeq = <START> < currentWordSlot1 + currentWordSlot2> <nextWordSlot1 + nextWordSlot2>
                    currentPersonSeq = <START> < currentWordSlot1 + currentWordSlot3> <nextWordSlot1 + nextWordSlot3>
                    currentGenderSeq = <START> < currentWordSlot1 + currentWordSlot4> <nextWordSlot1 + nextWordSlot4>
                ELSE
                    currentTagtSeq = <currentWordSlot1> <nextWordSlot1> <nextOFNextWordSlot1>
                    currentNumberSeq = <currentWordSlot1 + currentWordSlot2> <nextOFNextWordSlot1 + nextOFNextWordSlot2>
                    currentPersonSeq = <currentWordSlot1 + currentWordSlot3> <nextOFNextWordSlot1 + nextOFNextWordSlot3>
                    currentGenderSeq = <currentWordSlot1 + currentWordSlot4> <nextOFNextWordSlot1 + nextOFNextWordSlot4>
                ENDIF
            ENDFOR
            ADD currentTagtSeq in tagSequenceList, ADD currentNumberSeq in numberSequenceList
            ADD currentPersonSeq in personSequenceList, ADD currentGenderSeq in genderSequenceList
        ENDIF
    ENDIF
ENDFOR
Listing 3.2 : Algorithm for sequence extractor module
For instance: Suppose these three sentences are input training corpus

1. ማእከሉ የምርምር የሶስት የበቅሎ የትምህርት እና በ’/’ma’kelu bemrmr yagNacew sost yebeqolo zryawoc teqbaynet ‘ageNu’

2. ለገጠር ሰት ሰት ሰት ሰት የሆነው የትምህርት የትምህርት ያስተካክ እና በ/’legeTer lmat stratEjiw skEtamanet lebzhahaBTwi hywet tkuret mesTet ’ndemigeba teTegome’

3. የድሃነት ስልት ዲኝ በኔ የስለ የሆነው የኔ እስካል የሚሸስ የማካፋ የማካፋ እና በ/’ydhnet qnesa slt sened lay bekll dereja nege bezeTEn Kllloc’

The sentences are tagged in a corpus as follows i.e taking only the first slot to check the POS tag sequence:

The three sentences have the following possible bigram sequences.

In the above sentences, each word appears with its POS tag. If N = 2, the bigram can be extracted as follows:

**Sequence Extractor**

<START> is not a POS tag in the sentence but a tag that the algorithm assigns to the sequence to show sentence beginning and <ENDPUNC> is the tag that is used to indicate the sentence end or the sentence end punctuation mark “።”. The three sentences have the following possible bigram sequences.
Sequence Probability Calculator

Sentence probability calculator calculates the probability for each unique POS tag sequence. Calculating the probability of the tag sequence follows sequence extraction of each sentence. Sequence probability calculator calculates the patterns for the first sentence first, then second sentence second, then third and so on and so forth until the last. The probability calculation is based on the probability equation (2.4).

```plaintext
READ sequences, N, dictionary
FOR sequence in sequences
  IF sequence NOT IN dictionary THEN
    READ tag in sequence
    IF N = 2 THEN
      numberOfAllTags = COUNT(tag 1 tag 2 )
      numberOfGivenTag = COUNT(tag 1)
    ELSE
      numberOfAllTags = COUNT(tag 1 tag 2 tag3)
      numberOfGivenTag = COUNT(tag 1 tag2)
    sequenceProbability = numberOfAllTags / numberOfGivenTag
    ADD sequence , sequenceProbability in dictionary
```

**Listing 3.3 : Algorithm for probability calculator module**

Two example sequences are given below to show steps on how the N gram (probability of occurrence of each sequence) is calculated.

Probability of <N> given <START>, the occurrence of <N> in the beginning of the sentence:
\[
P(< N > | < \text{START} >) = \frac{\text{COUNT}(< \text{START} > < N >)}{\text{COUNT}(< \text{START} >)}
\]

Where, \( \text{COUNT} (<\text{START}><N>) \) is the number of \(<N>\)s that occurs in the start of the sentence and \( \text{COUNT} (<\text{START}>) \) is the number of sentence in the corpus.

Form the above example sentences, \( P(< NP > | < N >) = \frac{1}{3} = 0.333333333333 \)

i. Probability of \(<NP>\) given \(<N>\)

\[
P(< NP > | < N >) = \frac{\text{COUNT}(< N > < NP >)}{\text{COUNT}(< N >)}
\]

\[
P(< NP > | < N >) = \frac{2}{14} = 0.142857142857
\]

Probability of all the other tag sequences in all the sentences will be calculated like the example in (i) and (ii) above. If the tag sequences already exist in previously calculated list in the dictionary, it will not be calculated again. After tracing all the sentences in the corpus for the given \(N\) value, probability of every unique sequence will be saved to a dictionary. The probability of the possible two gram sequence for the three sentences above will be:

\(<NP><VREL> = 0.166666666667 \quad <VREL><NUMCR> = 1.0
\)
\(<\text{NUMCR}><NP> = 1.0 \quad <NP><N> = 0.666666666667
\)
\(<N><N> = 0.357142857143 \quad <N><V> = 0.142857142857
\)
\(<V><\text{ENDPUNC}> = 1.0 \quad <\text{START}><NP> = 0.666666666667
\)
\(<N><\text{ADJ} = 0.0714285714286 \quad <\text{ADJ}><N> = 1.0
\)
\(<N><\text{VN} = 0.0714285714286 \quad <\text{VN}><\text{VP} = 1.0
\)
\(<\text{VP}><V> = 1.0 \quad <N><\text{PREP} = 0.0714285714286
\)
\(<\text{PREP}><NP> = 1.0 \quad <NP><\text{NUMP} = 0.166666666667
\)
\(<\text{NUMP}><N> = 1.0
\)
3.3.4 Grammar Checking

After the possible tag sequences are stored in repository (See Section 4.3.3), the N-grams sequences and the probabilities in the dictionary will be accessed to check the errors in a given sentence. The probability of the sentence to be checked and threshold set are the two main units to decide on the correctness of the sentence. If the probability calculated for the sentence is less than or equal to the threshold, the sentence will be incorrect otherwise correct.

After the input text to be checked and the threshold are given as an input, the input text will be split into sentences by the sentence splitter. The temporary sentence repository temporarily saves the list of sentences spitted sentence splitter. The possible POS tag sequence for each sentence from the repository is extracted in the same way as explained in the training process (See Section 4.2.2). The sequence extractor extracts possible tag sequences for given N gram value. Then after, for each extracted sequence, probability of the sequence will be retrieved from the repository. If the extracted sequence does not exist in the repository, the probability of the sequence/pattern will be set to ZERO. If exist, the probability for the sequence will be retrieved from the dictionary to calculate the sentence probability (probability of the whole sentence). The sentence probability is calculated by sentence probability calculator i.e. by taking the probability of the POS tag patterns and multiplying all probability together. Figure 3.7 shows the workflow of the STAMGRAM grammar checking phase.
Figure 3.7 : Workflow of grammar checking in STAMGRAM
**Sentence Splitter**

The sentence splitter module does the same activity as the sentence splitter in the training process (See Section 4.3.3). It splits the input text to be checked into sentences and keeps the sentence in temporary sentence repository.

**Sequence Extractor**

Sentence extractor does the same activity as the sentence extractor in training process. The difference is in the training process the input text is the training corpus while in the grammar checking the text to be checked. Sentence Extractor analyzes the sentence to be checked in order to extract the possible tag sequences for a given n-gram value. The sequence starts with start tag (<START>), which indicates the start of the sentence, and move until the end of the sentence tag (<ENDPUNC>), which points to sentence end or sentence end punctuation mark in Amharic (‘.’). Based on the given N, the sequences will be automatically created from start to the end which includes every tag in between.

**For instance:**

The probability of the sentence “የቀድሞ የአድርጉ ያለስልጣናት ከጋዴዎች ላይ መሰረተ ከለ”/ komixnu beteTerTari yeqedmo baleslTanatna ከ negadEwoc lay meserete ks ከ can be calculated as follows:

The sentence is tagged in this way in the corpus:-

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{መስር} & / \text{komixnu}<N> \text{ ዓሕርጉ} / \text{beteTerTari}<NP> \text{ ያለስልጣናት} / \text{yeqedmo}<ADJP> \text{ ከጋዴዎች} / \text{baleslTanatna}<NC> i / \text{negadewoc}<N> \text{ ላይ} / \text{lay}<PREP> \text{መሰረተ} / \text{meserete}<V> \\
\text{መስር} & / \text{ks}<N> : / \text{ENDPUNC}
\end{align*}
\]

For this tagged sentence possible sequence can be extracted for any N value in N-gram. If N=2 is calculated for the sentence, ten sequences can be identified. This can be checked using n-gram formula 2.1. The totalNumberOfTag refers all the POS tags including the start and end tags. Number of sequences that can be extracted from a sentence is the difference between total numbers of tag (totalNumberOfTag) and one minus the N value in the n-gram.

\[
\text{numberOfSequence} = \text{totalNumberOfTag} - (N - 1)
\]

\[
\text{numberOfSequence} = 11 - (2 - 1) = 10
\]
All ten sequences for the above are ['<START><N>', '<N><NP>', '<NP><ADJP>', '<ADJP><NC>', '<NC><PUNC>', '<PUNC><N>', '<N><PREP>', '<PREP><V>', '<V><N>', '<N><ENDPUNC>']

**Retrieving Sequence Probability**

The probability of different tag sequences for different N values is kept in dictionary while training process of the system is performed. This probability of the tag sequence will be retrieved for each tag sequence extracted from the sentence to be checked. Before extracting the sequence probability, the system first check whether the POS tag sequence exists or not. If exist, the probability for the tag sequence will be retrieved from the dictionary and sent to the sentence probability calculator. If the tag sequence is not in the dictionary, ZERO probability will be assigned for the sequence and this probability will be sent to the sentence probability calculator.

```plaintext
READ sequences, dictionary
FOR sequence in sequences
    IF sequence NOT IN dictionary THEN
        sequenceProbability = 0
    ELSE
        READ probability FROM dictionary
        sequenceProbability = probability
    ADD sequence, sequenceProbability in sequenceProbabilityList
```

**Listing 3.4 : Algorithm for retrieving sequence probability**

For instance: the tag sequences extracted from the above sentence in sequence extractor. Considering the three sentences in the training process (See Section 4.3.2) as corpus, the following probability can be retrieved for tag sequences in the sentence “መጠርጣሪ ከቀድሞ በተጠርጣሪ ያለስልጣናትና ይህ ቤት ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከው ያለ ምስ ከwaldEwoc lay meserete ks above.

'\texttt{<START><N>}' = 0.201657458564,  '\texttt{<N><NP>}' = 0.156987992994,

'\texttt{<NP><ADJP>}' = 0.00672808825312,  '\texttt{<ADJP><NC>}' = 0.390590324012,

'\texttt{<NC><PUNC>}' = 0  '\texttt{<PUNC><N>}' = 0.28680159142016953,
Zero probabilities for the tags '<NC><PUNC>', '<PREP><V>' and '<N><ENDPUNC>' is given because the tag sequences do not exist in the text that is used as a corpus. All the other probabilities, other than the zero, are calculated from the corpus.

**Sentence Probability Calculator**

Two important factors, the probability of the sentence and threshold, are used to determine the correctness of the sentence. The threshold is given as an input before the execution of the grammar checker module and it ranges between the values 0 and 1. Whereas the probability of the sentence can be calculated from the probability of the sequences in the sentence (See Equation 2.5).

*Probability of sentence is the product of the probability of the TAG sequences in the sentence.*

```
READ sequenceProbabilityList
SET SentenceProbability = 1
FOR sequenceProbability in sequenceProbabilityList
    SentenceProbability = SentenceProbability * sequenceProbability
```

**Listing 3.5 : Algorithm for sentence probability calculator**

For instance:

Probability of the following sentence from the example in the sequence extraction section can be calculated as follows:

\[
S = \text{'komixnu}' <N> \text{'beteTerTari'} <NP> \text{'yeqedmo'} <ADJP> \text{'negadewoc'} <N> \text{'meserete'} <V> \text{'ks'} <N> <ENDPUNC>
\]

The sequences list \[ ['<START><N>', '<N><NP>', '<NP><ADJP>', '<ADJP><NC>', '<NC><PUNC>', '<PUNC><N>', '<N><PREP>', '<PREP><V>', '<V><N>', \]

\[ '<NC><PUNC>', '<PREP><V>', 'N><ENDPUNC>']\]
If any of the sequences does not exist in the corpus, the sequence probability will be assigned to ZERO. This time, the sequence '<NC><PUNC>', '<PREP><V>' and <N><ENDPUNC> do not exist in the repository and its probability is ZERO. Then after, the probability of the whole sentence will be ZERO due to multiplication property of ZERO. Therefore, the sentence probability for the above sentence is ZERO (0).

There is a problem in calculating the probability for long sentences. The main reason for this is the tendency to ZERO when the product of fraction is done.

### Checking the Correctness of the Sentence

After the sentence probability is calculated, the decision on the correctness of the sentence is made based on the threshold given as an input.

**For example:**

If we set the threshold to ZERO, the above sentence is considered as grammatically incorrect and '<NC><PUNC>', '<PREP><V>' and <N><ENDPUNC> are the sequence that makes the sentence grammatically incorrect.

### 3.3.5 Agreement Checking in STAMGRAM

The agreement between words in Amharic sentence can also be checked using n-gram approach. To do this, words in the training corpus are grouped into noun and verb group for morphological analysis. The other POS tag types, other than the tags in the two groups, are not
considered for the analysis. Some words which have POS tags in the two groups may not be recognized by the HornMorpho. These words have the POS tag only as the HornMorpho could not recognize them.

After words in the two groups are analyzed using hornMorpho, the analysis result will be assigned to each word in four different slots (See Section 4.3.2). After assigning the analysis result to the words, the sequence of slot set is extracted based on the given N value. Each slot sequence (slot2 for number, slot3 for person and slot 4 for gender) probability is calculated and kept in repository. Unlike the POS tag sequences extraction (first slot sequence extraction), the others slot sequence extraction cannot stand alone. When second slot, the third and the fourth probability is calculated, the first slot is required. The number, person and gender alone do not give a meaning unless the POS tag is stated together with them. For example, if one say a word is singular, it’s impossible to know that whether the word is noun, adjective or any other POS type. It should be expressed as “singular noun”, “singular adjective” or the like. Therefore, when the system extract the number, person and gender sequences the POS tag for each word will precede in each case.

The number sequence from the tag can be extracted using the first slot (POS tag) and the second slot (the number). Using this two slots number of sequences can be extracted for a given sentence. In the case of person sequence, the first slot and the third slot (person) taken to extract the sequence. Finally, the gender sequence can be extracted by using the first and the forth or the last slot which contain the gender information about the word. The following example show how extracting sequence works for the three types of agreement checking (number, person and gender).

For example:

```
Step 1:

Sequence Extraction

Step 1 (sequence extraction) is the same for both training the system and grammar checking module. Taking the N value 3 (N=3); the number, person and gender sequence extraction can be done by taking the slots that they require.

Number sequence extraction:

1. <START><N|S><VREL|SS^OP>
2. <N|S><VREL|SS^OP><N|P>
3. <VREL|SS^OP><N|P><NUMCR>
4. <N|P><NUMCR><N|P>
5. <NUMCR><N|P><ADJ|S>
6. <N|P><ADJ|S><V|SP>
7. <ADJ|S><V|SP><ENDPUNC>

Person sequence extraction:

1. <START><N|P3><VREL|SP3^OP3>
2. <N|P3><VREL|SP3^OP3><N|NN>
3. <VREL|SP3^OP3><N|NN><NUMCR>
4. <N|NN><NUMCR><N|P3>
5. <NUMCR><N|P3><ADJ| NN >
6. <N|P3><ADJ| NN ><V| SP3>
7. <ADJ| NN ><V| SP3><ENDPUNC>

Gender sequence extraction:

1. <START><N| M ><VREL| SM^ONN >
2. <N| M ><VREL| SM^ONN ><N| NN >
3. <VREL| SM^ONN ><N| NN ><NUMCR>
4. <N| NN ><NUMCR><N| NN>
5. <NUMCR><N| NN><ADJ| NN >
6. <N|NN><ADJ| NN ><V| SNN >
7. <ADJ| NN ><V| SNN ><ENDPUNC>

Step 2:

Step two is different in training and grammar checking module. Step two is calculating the probability of the sequence from the corpus in the training system module whereas it is retrieving the extracted sequence from the dictionary in the case of grammar checking module.

Probability calculation for a given slot sequence depends on the N value in the ngram. The N value for the probability calculation of the above sequences is three. For example the first sequence probability of the number sequence can be given as follows.

Probability of relativized verb with subject singular and object plural marker (<VREL|SS^OP>) given noun singular and sentence start (<START><N|S>) is the same as number of the three tags occurring together (<START><N|S><VREL|SS^OP>) over the number of noun singulars come at the sentence start.

\[
P(<VREL|SS^OP> | <START> <N|S>) = \frac{\text{COUNT}(<START><N|S><VREL|SS^OP>)}{\text{COUNT}(<START><N|S>)}
\]
The second sequence probability is again calculated in the same way.

\[
P(<N|P > |<N|S}>< VREL|SS^OP >) = \frac{\text{COUNT}(<N|S}>< VREL|SS^OP > < N|P >)}{\text{COUNT}(<N|S}>< VREL|SS^OP >)}
\]

All the other sequences probability including the person and gender sequences can be calculated the same way as the previous two probabilities calculated. After calculating the probability, each unique sequence and the probability will be sent to the repository.

As explained above, step 2 is different for the training and grammar checking module. The training is calculating the probability from the corpus as explained in the right above example. In the grammar checking case, whereas, each sequence probability will be retrieved from the dictionary. If the sequence does not exist in the dictionary, the probability of the will be assigned to zero. If the probability exists, the probability will be retrieved and used for the sentence probability calculation. Sentence probability calculation for the agreement checking is the same as the tag sequence probability calculation in section 4.2.3 (See Equation 2.5)

\[
P(\text{sentence}) = p(\text{sequence 1}) \times p(\text{sequence 2}) \times ... \times p(\text{sequence N})
\]

Where, N is the last sequence of the sentence.

In the agreement case the sequence (sequence 1, sequence 2….sequence N) is the sequence of the slots (number, person and gender). Therefore, the product of the sequences for a given N value is the probability of a given sentence.

After calculating the sentence probability for a given sentence, the system can decide on the correctness of the sentence based on the threshold given.

### 3.3.6 Adverb-tense Agreement Checking

Amharic adverbs usually come before the verb they modify. When adverb appears in the sentence it usually modifies the next verb that comes after it. There may be number of other words in between (the adverb and the verb) other than the two words. However, the modified verb appears next to the modifier before any other verb in the sentence. There should be agreement between Amharic adverb (usually the time adverbs) and different verb forms (tenses).
To check this agreement, a simple algorithm is developed using probabilistic method. As Amharic adverbs are few in number, first list of adverbs are extracted from the corpus. Then only time adverbs are picked from the extracted adverb list. These time adverbs are stored in list. About 51 time adverbs are extracted from the corpus. To check the time agreement between the adverb and the verb, the tense for the verb that the adverb modifies should be identified (whether it refers to past or present/future). Four different types of tenses can be recognized using HornMorpho. These are perfective, imperfective, jussive/imperative and gerundive. The probability of time adverbs with each tense type is calculated from the corpus and stored in repository. Appendix 3 shows the list of time adverbs with their calculated probability for each tense type. The listing 3.6 shows the Algorithm for finding the probability of the adverbs with each tense type.

```
READ adverbList, sentenceList
For adverb in adverbList
    SET perfective = 0, imperfective = 0, jussive = 0, gerundive = 0
    FOR sentence in sentenceList
        IF adverb IN sentence THEN
            nextVerb = get the next verb after the adverb
            tenseType = analyze_word(nextVerb)
            IF tenseType == “perfective” THEN
                perfective = perfective + 1
            ELSE IF tenseType == “imperfective” THEN
                imperfective = imperfective + 1
            ELSE IF tenseType == “jussive” THEN
                jussive = jussive + 1
            ELSE IF tenseType == “gerundive” THEN
                gerundive = gerundive + 1
            totalNumberAdverb = perfective + imperfective + jussive + gerundive
            perfective = perfective/ totalNumberAdverb
            imperfective = imperfective/ totalNumberAdverb
            jussive = jussive/ totalNumberAdverb
            gerundive = gerundive/ totalNumberAdverb
            ADD adverb, [perfective, imperfective, jussive, gerundive] in adverbDictionary
```

Listing 3.6 : Algorithm for finding the probability of the adverbs
Whenever these time adverbs is found in the sentence to be checked, the tense type of the next verb will be identified by using HornMorpho. If the tense type is matched with tense with the highest probability than the other three types, the adverb and the tense are considered to have correct adverb/verb agreement. If tense does not match for the first highest probability, the tense is matched against the tense with the second highest. If both the first and second highest probability do not match, the adverb and the tense type are considered to have disagreement in time.

Example

\[\text{ትላንት} / tlant <\text{ADV}> \text{ብቻ} / bca <\text{N}> 64 / \text{mamelkcawoc} <\text{N}> \text{ይቀርባሉ} / yqerbalu <\text{V}> \Rightarrow <\text{ENDPUNC}>\]

In this sentence, the time adverb \text{ትላንት} / tlant refers to the past and \text{ｙቀርባሉ} / yqerbalu is imperfective (present or future). When the adverb \text{ቶንት} / tlant is identified by the system, the tense type of the next verb will be determined. Now, the verb is \text{ｙቀርባሉ} / yqerbalu and it is imperfective. Then, the probability of occurrence of the time adverb \text{ቶንት} / tlant with different tense types will be retrieved from the adverb probability list (See Appendix 3). The highest probability of \text{ቶንት} / tlant is with the tense type Perfective (simple past). The imperfective tense type has zero probability. Therefore, ADVERB-VERB DISAGREEMENT IN TIME exists between \text{フトንት} / tlant and \text{ｙቀርባሉ} / yqerbalu.
CHAPTER FOUR

EXPERIMENT

To evaluate the performance of the two approaches used in this study, test cases have been prepared. The testing is carried out using total of 164 sentences. Most of the sentences in the test set include one or more grammatical errors. The test set is self-made corpus with the help of linguistic experts. This chapter gives a detailed explanation about experimental result and evaluation of the rule-based and statistical Amharic grammar checker. The test cases and testing corpuses used is also discussed in this chapter.

4.1 Test Cases Description and Results

The performance evaluation is made using two test cases. The test cases contain real world Amharic texts. In order to calculate the performance for each test case the number of errors in the texts, number of errors found by the Grammar checker and the number of false positives generated by the grammar checker were counted manually. These numbers were then used to calculate the precision and recall of the system. In addition to sentences with grammatical errors, the test cases also try to include error-free sentences to check if the sentences are properly recognized as correct.

Precision refers to the percentage of flagged grammatical errors and that are in fact grammatical errors.

Recall refers to the percentage of grammatical errors occurred in the text and that are in fact flagged.

The precision and recall can be determined:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{number of correctly flagged error}}{\text{total number of flagged error}} \times 100
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{number of correctly flagged error}}{\text{total number of error that occur in the text}} \times 100
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)


Test Case One

The first test case is prepared to compare the two approaches (rule-based and statistical Amharic grammar checker). Self-made corpus, that contains grammatical errors, is used in this test case. As the rule-based approach only works for simple sentence, this test case includes only Amharic simple sentences. In this test case, the test set contains total of 50 simple sentences (combination of grammatically correct and incorrect sentences). Some sentences, in this test set, contain more than one error per sentence.

Precision and recall values are calculated using equation 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. The required values for the calculation are counted manually. The performance for the STAMGRAM is done for two N values (bigram and trigram) Table 4.1.1 tries to compare the rule-based and statistical Amharic grammar checker based on precision and recall values.

Table 4.1 : Performance results for rule-based and statistical Amharic grammar checker

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Incorrect flags</th>
<th>Correct flags</th>
<th>Total Number of flags</th>
<th>Total number of errors in the test set</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rule-based</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>92.45%</td>
<td>94.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical</td>
<td>Bigram</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>59.72%</td>
<td>82.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trigram</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>67.14%</td>
<td>90.38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Form the evaluation result, the rule-based Amharic grammar checker has detected 92.45% of the errors correctly. The error coverage of the rule-based Amharic grammar checker shows better result than the error detection correctness i.e. 94.03%. Only 5.77% grammatically incorrect sentences are wrongly identified as grammatically correct. The rule-based grammar checker also wrongly identifies 30% of the correct sentences as grammatically incorrect. This shows that the rule-based has few false alarms on the correct sentence. Most of the false alarms occurred due to the fact that the language model did not cover all grammatical rules of the language. The other reason is accuracy of the morphological analyzer.

The statistical grammar checker evaluation is conducted for two N values i.e. bigram and trigram. The precision and recall results for trigram and bigram show that the STAMGRAM has better performance result on error coverage than the error detection correctness. In the
trigram case, the percentage of wrongly identified incorrect sentence (actually correct) is the same as rule-based Amharic grammar checker. Both bigram and trigram shows large number of false alarms when compared with the rule-based Amharic grammar checker. In this test case, sentences which contain more than one error also checked. Results show that both rule-based and STAMGRAM can detect different errors per sentence at a time.

Considering the correct sentences in the test set, the following results are obtained:

- 70% of grammatically correct sentences in test set are correctly recognized using the rule-based grammar checker. One fifth of the recognized grammatical errors are recognized only by this approach.

- 70% of grammatically correct sentences in test set are correctly recognized using the statistical Amharic grammar checker. 20% of the recognized errors are detected only by the statistical approach.

- 50% of grammatically correct sentences in test set are correctly recognized using both, the rule-based and statistical Amharic grammar checker.

As shown in table 4.1.1, the rule-based grammar checker has higher performance in both the precision and recall values of grammatical error detection. On the other hand, both approaches achieve the same result in identifying grammatically correct sentences.

**Test Case Two**

The second test case is used to evaluate the STAMGRAM using another test set that contains complex Amharic sentences. The test set has total of 114 sentences. As the test case one, the largest part of the test set has one or more grammatical errors.
Table 4.2: Performance of STAMGRAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Incorrect flags</th>
<th>Correct flags</th>
<th>Total Number of flags</th>
<th>Total number of errors in the test set</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Bigram</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>57.82%</td>
<td>65.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigram</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>63.76%</td>
<td>67.69%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1.2 describes the performance of STAMGRAM based on the precision and recall values. As shown in this table, the percentage of flagged grammatical errors that are actually grammatical error is 57.82% and 63.76% for bigram and trigram respectively. Both the error coverage and error detection correctness of the trigram shows higher performance than the bigram. The multiple error detection also again tested in this test case, and the result shows that, multiple errors can also be recognized using STAMGRAM.

The evaluation of the STAMGRAM also made in terms of grammatical error types discussed in chapter two (See Section 2.1.3). The highest number of grammatical error detection is achieved on adverb-verb disagreement. Form twenty adverb-verb disagreements errors in the test set, only two are not detected (See Table 4.1.3). 80% of the number disagreement grammatical errors are detected by the STAMGRAM and it becomes the second highest grammatical error type. As shown in Table 4.1.3, a large number of false alarms are recorded in person disagreement. As news corpus is used for the training, most of the sentences contain words which refer to third person. For this reason, occurrence of first and second person in the corpus is very small. This issue increases the false positive in the number disagreement checking. Table 4.1.3 summarizes the error detection of the STAMGRAM based on grammatical error types.
Table 4.3 : Evaluation of STAMGRAM based on the grammatical error type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Error type</th>
<th>Total number of errors</th>
<th>Flagged errors by STAMGRAM</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Incorrect word order</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>73.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Number disagreement</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Person disagreement</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Gender disagreement</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Adjective – noun disagreement</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Adverb – verb disagreement</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Issues Related to the Performance of the System

4.2.1 Corpus

Statistical grammar checker requires corpus that contains grammatically correct (error-free) text for training. However, it’s very difficult to find such corpus for Amharic language (See Section 2.2). The corpus that is used in STAMGRAM training is not checked for grammatical mistake and it probably has grammatical errors.

The corpus also has spelling and typographic mistake which lead to incorrect morphological analysis result. The morphological analyzer interprets the incorrect word in a wrong way and this leads to incorrect grammar checking result.

Even though the corpus used in this research is manually POS tagged, a number of words in the corpus are wrongly tagged. Attempts have been made to correct some of the erroneously tagged words. However, the corpus still has some incorrectly tagged words. These errors cause the wrong tag patterns to be written to the repository when training is done. When patterns matched against the erroneous wrong patterns in the repository, the patterns are considered as correct. If error-free corpus is used to train the system, the performance of the system can be maximized.

4.2.2 Morphological Analyzer

The Morphological analyzer (HornMorpho) examines some words in a wrong way during training. This can be caused by the Morphological Analyzer itself or wrong POS tagging made on the corpus. An example is the noun, which is actually singular, analyzed as plural. If the
wrong analysis occurs in the training phase, there are wrong n-grams written to the repository. This generates wrong result in grammar checking.

The wrong morphological analysis result on the checking phase can also cause problem in grammar checking. This error is caused in similar way as the previous one (training phase). Here the wrong analysis result takes place on the text to be checked. This causes wrong N-grams in the text to be checked matched against the repository.

Low accuracy Amharic Morphological Analyzer can possibly minimize the grammar checking problem related to this one. Unless there is a morphological analyzer of 100% accuracy, this problem cannot be completely avoided. However, with morphological analyzer of high accuracy, the performance of the grammar checker can be maximized.
CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, Amharic grammar checker has been designed, developed and tested on real-world grammatical errors. Two approaches of grammar checking are used in this research: rule-based and statistical approach. The rule-based approach is implemented and tested on Amharic simple sentences and it requires manually constructed rules that can handle all grammatical errors. On the other hand, statistical approach is designed and implemented for simple and complex Amharic sentences. The Statistical approach requires a good quality training data set. N-gram of tag and probabilistic method is used to check grammatical errors of a given sentence. As it requires large amount of training data, the n-gram of word is not implemented. Both approaches are capable to handle multiple errors of different type from single sentence.

In the rule-based approach, the rules are constructed manually by considering grammatically incorrect Amharic sentences. The rules in the rule-based grammar checker contain incorrect grammatical structure of Amharic sentences. If the pattern of any sentence matches with any of the rules, the sentence will be considered as grammatically incorrect. However, constructing rules for complex sentences is very difficult. Therefore, a statistical approach is designed to include complex Amharic sentences.

In the statistical approach, the list of unique patterns and corresponding probabilities of occurrence are stored in repository. When a sentence is required to be checked, sentence probability will be calculated for it. The sentence probability can be determined using the product of the sequences probability of the sentence to be checked. Then, the grammatical correctness of the sentence can be determined based on the probability of the sentence and given threshold.

The experiment was conducted in two test cases. The performance is evaluated based on precision and recall results. The first test case is used to test and compare the performance of the rule-based and statistical Amharic grammar checker on Amharic simple sentences. As the rule-based Amharic grammar checker works only for simple sentences, the first test set
contains only simple sentences. In this test case, the rule-based grammar checker show higher performance than the STAMGRAM. The precision and recall is [92.45% and 94.03%] and [67.14% and 90.38%] for the rule-based and STAMGRAM respectively. To test the performance on complex sentence, second test case is performed. The test case is prepared from Amharic complex sentence. In this test case, 63.76% the precision and 67.69% recall is achieved. Based on the two test cases, it is proved that the two approaches can detect multiple errors in a sentence.

In conclusion, both rule-based and statistical approaches work for Amharic text grammar checking. However, the rule-based depends on the manually constructed rules that can cover all grammatical errors whereas the statistical method requires good quality training corpus. The performance of the two approaches is still dependent on external low level tools which are applied on grammar checking as a pre-process. These include POS tagger and morphological Analyzer.

5.2 Recommendation

This work can be extended in many different ways to increase the performance and upgrade the grammar checker. This may also be choosing other method which improves the grammar checking. The following points are suggested as a future work.

Automatic POS Tagger

POS tagger tool is very crucial for both the rule- based and statistical grammar checker. If there is an automatic POS tagger, the grammar checker will not be restricted on some text for training the system like in STAMGRAM. Any text (which is considered as a good) can be selected, tagged with the POS tagger and sent to the next process in grammar checking.

High performance morphological analyzer

Grammar checking in morphologically rich languages like Amharic requires morphological analyzer. In this research, HornMorpho Amharic morphological analyzer is used. If high accuracy morphological analyzer is applied, the grammar checker can be upgraded.
Apply Sentence Parser

The use of a parser could help to apply more complex rules. Sentences are reduced to shorter phrases with the help of rules. Then, grammar checking can be applied between phrases (eg. verb phrase VP or a noun phrase NP). N-gram of phrase can also be constructed and used in grammar checking.

Large Size and Good Quality Corpus

The sample taken for this study and the grammar rules generated cannot be taken to be a representative of the language. Future researches should be conducted using a larger set of corpus which can show all types of grammatical structure. The training corpus also needs to be checked for its grammatical correctness. With this, the grammar checking can be upgraded.

Hybrid Approach

Combination of the rule-based and statistical approach can help the system to achieve high efficiency and robustness. This can be possible by mixing the good qualities of the two approaches to detect high level grammatical errors.

System Integration

Integrating and testing the approaches, which are used in this study, with any word processing program and make it available for end user will increase the usability of this research.
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**APPENDICES**

**APPENDIX 1: List of part of speech tags and their Description**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POS name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;ADJ&gt; Adjective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&lt;N&gt; Noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt;VREL&gt; relativized verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt;NUMCR&gt; Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&lt;V&gt; Verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>&lt;ENDPUNC&gt; sentence end punc (Aratnetb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>&lt;NP&gt; noun phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>&lt;VP&gt; verb phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>&lt;NUMP&gt; number phrase with conjuction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>&lt;PREP&gt; Preposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>&lt;VN&gt; Verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>&lt;ADJP&gt; Adjective phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>&lt;NC&gt; noun with conjuction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>&lt;ADV&gt; Adverb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>&lt;PUNC&gt; Punctuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>&lt;NPC&gt; noun phrase with conjuction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>&lt;AUX&gt; auxilary verbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>&lt;PRONP&gt; pronoun phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>&lt;CONJ&gt; Conjunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>&lt;NUMOR&gt; Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>&lt;VPC&gt; verb phrase with conjuction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>&lt;PRON&gt; Pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>&lt;PRONPC&gt; pronoun phrase with conjuction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>&lt;ADJC&gt; adjective with conjuction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>&lt;VC&gt; verbs with conjuction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>&lt;PRONC&gt; pronoun with conjuction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>&lt;UNC&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>&lt;ADJPC&gt; pronoun with conjuction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>&lt;INT&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>&lt;NUMC&gt; number with conjuction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>&lt;NUMPC&gt; number phrase with conjuction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX 2: DTD for the rules XML file
<!-- definition for the root element -->
<!ELEMENT rules (rule|rulegroup) -->
<!-- definition for the rulegroup element -->
<!ELEMENT rulegroup (message?,rule+)>
<!-- definition for attribute list for the rulegroup element -->
<!ATTLIST rulegroup id ID #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST rulegroup name CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!-- definition for the rule element -->
<!ELEMENT rule ( pattern,message?,example,example+)>
<!-- definition for attribute list for the rule element -->
<!ATTLIST rule id ID #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST rule name CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!-- definition for the pattern element -->
<!ELEMENT pattern (#PCDATA)>
<!-- definition for attribute list for the pattern element -->
<!ATTLIST pattern case_sensitive (yes|no) #IMPLIED>
<!-- message shown to the user if a rule matches: -->
<!ELEMENT message (#PCDATA)>
<!-- definition for the example element -->
<!ELEMENT example (#PCDATA)>
<!-- definition for attribute list for the example element -->
<!ATTLIST example type (correct|incorrect) #REQUIRED>
### APPENDIX 3: Adverb list with its probability for tenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverb Name</th>
<th>Perfective</th>
<th>Imperfective</th>
<th>Jussive</th>
<th>Gerundive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>እርብ</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>እድሚያ</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>በሚቀጥለው</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ወጪይ</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>በስቲያ</td>
<td>0.7272727272727273</td>
<td>0.2727272727272727</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ጊና</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋንድሮ</td>
<td>0.42857142857142855</td>
<td>0.54489795918367347</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.12244897959183673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ከወከም</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>በተለፉት</td>
<td>0.6470588235294118</td>
<td>0.17647058823529413</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.17647058823529413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ገብ በስቲያ እንደገና</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>እንደገና</td>
<td>0.6666666666666666</td>
<td>0.3333333333333333</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ከወከም ወ ወንድሮ</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>በስጥ ወ ወንድሮ</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋንድሮ ከወከም</td>
<td>0.7272727272727273</td>
<td>0.2727272727272727</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>እንደገና</td>
<td>0.7619047619047619</td>
<td>0.09523809523809523</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.14285714285714285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ከወከም</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዘን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ከወከም ወ ዋንድሮ</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዘን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ከወከም ወ ዋንድሮ</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ከወከም</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ማለስ ከወከም</td>
<td>0.42105263157894735</td>
<td>0.42105263157894735</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.15789473684210525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ማለስ ከወከም</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ከወከም ወ ዋንድሮ</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.3333333333333333</td>
<td>0.2222222222222222222</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.4444444444444444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.6666666666666666</td>
<td>0.3333333333333333</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2666666666666666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.6666666666666666</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.3333333333333333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.2857142857142857</td>
<td>0.5952380952380952</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.11904761904761904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.3636363636363636</td>
<td>0.6363636363636364</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዋን ከወከም</td>
<td>0.8590021691973969</td>
<td>0.10629067245119306</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.03470715835140998</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX 4: Transliteration of Amharic Alphabets using HornMorpho morphological Analyzer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ድ</th>
<th>ዶ</th>
<th>ዷ</th>
<th>ዸ</th>
<th>ዹ</th>
<th>ዺ</th>
<th>ዻ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ha</td>
<td>hu</td>
<td>hi</td>
<td>ha</td>
<td>hE</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>ho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>እ</td>
<td>ኦ</td>
<td>ኧ</td>
<td>ከ</td>
<td>ኩ</td>
<td>ኪ</td>
<td>ካ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>le</td>
<td>lu</td>
<td>li</td>
<td>la</td>
<td>IE</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>lo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ም</td>
<td>ሦ</td>
<td>ሧ</td>
<td>ረ</td>
<td>ሩ</td>
<td>ሺ</td>
<td>ሻ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ha</td>
<td>Hu</td>
<td>Hi</td>
<td>Ha</td>
<td>HE</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Ho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>መ</td>
<td>መ</td>
<td>መ</td>
<td>መ</td>
<td>መ</td>
<td>መ</td>
<td>መ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>me</td>
<td>mu</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>ma</td>
<td>mE</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዩ</td>
<td>ዪ</td>
<td>ያ</td>
<td>ዬ</td>
<td>ይ</td>
<td>ዮ</td>
<td>ዯ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^se</td>
<td>^su</td>
<td>^si</td>
<td>^sa</td>
<td>^sE</td>
<td>^s</td>
<td>^so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ደ</td>
<td>ዱ</td>
<td>ዲ</td>
<td>ዳ</td>
<td>ዴ</td>
<td>ድ</td>
<td>ዶ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>re</td>
<td>ru</td>
<td>ri</td>
<td>ra</td>
<td>rE</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>ro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>አ</td>
<td>ኡ</td>
<td>ኢ</td>
<td>ኣ</td>
<td>ኤ</td>
<td>እ</td>
<td>ኦ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>se</td>
<td>su</td>
<td>si</td>
<td>sa</td>
<td>sE</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ኧ</td>
<td>ከ</td>
<td>ኩ</td>
<td>ኪ</td>
<td>ካ</td>
<td>ኬ</td>
<td>ክ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xe</td>
<td>xu</td>
<td>xi</td>
<td>xa</td>
<td>xE</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>xo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሰ</td>
<td>ሱ</td>
<td>ሲ</td>
<td>ሳ</td>
<td>ሴ</td>
<td>ስ</td>
<td>ሶ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qe</td>
<td>qu</td>
<td>qi</td>
<td>qa</td>
<td>qE</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>Qo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ኳ</td>
<td>ኴ</td>
<td>ኵ</td>
<td>኶</td>
<td>኷</td>
<td>ኸ</td>
<td>ኹ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be</td>
<td>bu</td>
<td>bi</td>
<td>ba</td>
<td>bE</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>bo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሲ</td>
<td>ሳ</td>
<td>ሴ</td>
<td>ስ</td>
<td>ሶ</td>
<td>ሷ</td>
<td>ሸ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>te</td>
<td>tu</td>
<td>ti</td>
<td>ta</td>
<td>tE</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሹ</td>
<td>ሺ</td>
<td>ሻ</td>
<td>ሼ</td>
<td>ሽ</td>
<td>ሾ</td>
<td>ሿ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ce</td>
<td>cu</td>
<td>ci</td>
<td>ca</td>
<td>cE</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ኲ</td>
<td>ኳ</td>
<td>ኴ</td>
<td>ኵ</td>
<td>኶</td>
<td>኷</td>
<td>ኸ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^ha</td>
<td>^hu</td>
<td>^hi</td>
<td>^ha</td>
<td>^hE</td>
<td>^h</td>
<td>^ho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዹ</td>
<td>ዺ</td>
<td>ዻ</td>
<td>ዼ</td>
<td>ዽ</td>
<td>ዾ</td>
<td>ዿ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ne</td>
<td>nu</td>
<td>ni</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>nE</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዶ</td>
<td>ዷ</td>
<td>ዸ</td>
<td>ዹ</td>
<td>ዺ</td>
<td>ዻ</td>
<td>ዼ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ne</td>
<td>Nu</td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ኳ</td>
<td>ኴ</td>
<td>ኵ</td>
<td>኶</td>
<td>኷</td>
<td>ኸ</td>
<td>ኹ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'a</td>
<td>'u</td>
<td>'i</td>
<td>'a</td>
<td>'E</td>
<td>'</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ኲ</td>
<td>ኳ</td>
<td>ኴ</td>
<td>ኵ</td>
<td>኶</td>
<td>኷</td>
<td>ኸ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ke</td>
<td>ku</td>
<td>ki</td>
<td>ka</td>
<td>kE</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>ko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ኳ</td>
<td>ኴ</td>
<td>ኵ</td>
<td>኶</td>
<td>኷</td>
<td>ኸ</td>
<td>ኹ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>Hu</td>
<td>Hi</td>
<td>Ha</td>
<td>HE</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Ho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>መ</td>
<td>መ</td>
<td>መ</td>
<td>መ</td>
<td>መ</td>
<td>መ</td>
<td>መ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>we</td>
<td>wu</td>
<td>wi</td>
<td>wa</td>
<td>wE</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>wo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>መ</td>
<td>መ</td>
<td>መ</td>
<td>መ</td>
<td>መ</td>
<td>መ</td>
<td>መ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ze</td>
<td>zu</td>
<td>zi</td>
<td>za</td>
<td>ze</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>zo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ኳ</td>
<td>ኴ</td>
<td>ኵ</td>
<td>኶</td>
<td>኷</td>
<td>ኸ</td>
<td>ኹ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ze</td>
<td>Zu</td>
<td>Zi</td>
<td>Za</td>
<td>ZE</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Zo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሲ</td>
<td>ሳ</td>
<td>ሴ</td>
<td>ስ</td>
<td>ሶ</td>
<td>ሷ</td>
<td>ሸ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ye</td>
<td>yu</td>
<td>yi</td>
<td>ya</td>
<td>yE</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>yo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዳ</td>
<td>ዴ</td>
<td>ድ</td>
<td>ዶ</td>
<td>ዷ</td>
<td>ዸ</td>
<td>ዹ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de</td>
<td>du</td>
<td>di</td>
<td>da</td>
<td>dE</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዲ</td>
<td>ዳ</td>
<td>ዴ</td>
<td>ድ</td>
<td>ዶ</td>
<td>ዷ</td>
<td>ዸ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>